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The Mill hosts faculty lecture series "Valentine's Day: On Love"
MATT MAINULI '13
SENIOR EDITOR

Love was in the air on Thursday
night as around 40 students gathered
at The Mill for ''Valentine's Day: On
Love," the sixth in a ten part faculty
lecture series in which Trinity College
professors present on a topic of their
choice, combining the academics of a
classroom with the atmosphere of a
coffeehouse. The presentation featured four professors from across the
disciplines. Assistant Professor of
Classics Meredith Safran brought a
unique perspective on love according
to the Greeks and Romans. Associate
Academic Dean and Professor of
English Sheila Fisher commented on
the courtly love tradition and
medieval chivalry. Professor of Biology
Kent Dunlap spoke of the zoology of
love, using studies on voles , chimpanzees, and bonobo monkeys to gain
insight on love in the human world.
Rounding out the panel was Associate
Professor of P sychology Dina Anselmi
who unpacked the history of the psychological study of love since Sigmund
Freud.
Dean of Students Frederick Alford
sat in the audience along with many of
the professors' current and past students . The small stage in the venue
room in The Mill was bathed in pink
and orange light as the professors took
their seats at the panel just after 7
p.m .
Professor Safran started off the lee-

ture with trip into antiquity. Even in
ancient times, she said, "love is more
than a simple thing." Safran explained
that the etymology of the word "love"
refers both to spiritual love and to
desire. Citing the erotic poem ''#31" by
the Greek female poet Sappho, Safran
dove into the prevalent symbolic connection between fire and desire in
Greek and Roman literature. The
poem largely describes sensations
experienced when one falls in love.
These experiences, surprisingly, are
not always positive. In ancient literature it was common to view love as a
type of pain, a wound that could not be
healed until one found his other half.
Virgil's "Aeneid" unlocks some key
clues regarding the origin of our association of Cupid and love. Safran used
a passage from Book 1 to illustrate her
point. In it Aeneas, the human son of
Venus, has just returned home from
the Trojan War.
According to the story, Venus uses
her divine son Cupid to make Queen
Dido of Carthage fall madly in love
with Aeneas , so much so that her
political career as leader of one of
North Africa's great cities comes to an
end. Still, Cupid's arrows do not
always spark love, explained Safran.
It Ovid's "Metamorphosis," Cupid's
arrows kinder Apollo's love for
Daphne, but they also dispel Daphne's
love for Apollo .

see THE MILL on page 6

COURTESY OF Trenton Jackson ' 14
This past Thursday, Feb. 14 The Mill hosted four faculty members fo r "Valentine's Day: On Love."

Men's squash undefeated, looks Instructor Grace Kiley discusses
ahead to Nationals this weekend Trinity/La Mama Collaboration
NICK AUERBACH '14
SPORTS EDITOR

Phase one for the Trinity men's
Squash team is complete. After a week
of away matches against No. 2 ranked
Princeton University and No. 3 ranked
Harvard University, the Bantams have
capped off another perfect regular season. Trinity, 16-0, would normally take
this for granted, but after having their
13-year winning streak snapped last
year, all bets were off. Competition has
improved over the last five years since
rivals such as Yale, Princeton, Harvard,
and Rochester have ramped up their
recruiting efforts to battle Trinity's elite
international and talents and homegrown gems.
Last Tuesday at Havard's Murr
Center Trinity had a difficult time holding off the Crimson for their 15th win of
the season. After starting off 3-0, Trinity
let Harvard back into the contest. Cocaptain Johan Detter '13 won a clutch
match at the No. 6 spot but the team
quickly lost their lead and the match
was tied once again. With the score tied
4-4, it wasn't until Zeyed Elshorafay '16
clinched the decisive match to give the
Trinity College Bantams the win and to
make their record 15-0 for their the sea-

son. No. 2 slotted Juan Vargas '16 and
Moustafa Hamada '15 (No. 8 position)
also helped their team with close wins,
each going five games. The closely contested match allowed Trinity to squeak
by and maintain it's streak against
Harvard - the Bantams have beaten
Harvard in their last 23 meetings.
Harvard dropped to 14-2 with the loss.

COURTESY OF Rob Zindman '15
Trinity played Princeton last Saturday, Feb. 16.

see UNDEFEATED on page 15

IMMANUEL ADEOLA '14
ARTS EDITOR

In October 1961, Ellen Stewart
founded the La Mama Experimental
Theatre Club with the goal of aiding the
artist in exploring his or her ideas and
translating those ideas into a theatrical
language that is able to communicate
with others. New artists are given the
opportunity to learn from well established artists, eager to pass on the skills
and tools of their trade to the next generation. La Mama has presented artists
from over 70 nations and produced 100
shows with over 400 performances each
season.
When Judy Dworin and Leo Shapiro
approached La Mama in 1983 with the
idea for a collaborative effort, the
Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts program was launched. The program gives
students an opportunity to spend a
semester in New York City with the La
Mama club. This gives students a
chance to enter the world of experimental theater, dance, and performance art.
It is a challenging program that counts
as one full semester of undergraduate
credit but is a combination of course
work in performance art and internships
that gives students exposure to the field

P UBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF TluNI1Y SINCE

1904 .

of acting at the professional level. The
Theater and Dance Department offers
both major and non-major students this
opportunity in the fall semester, though
the requirements specify that a student
must be either a junior or senior. Special
consideration is only give to sophomores
who meet special qualifications. Some
students have also opted to spend a year
rather than a semester with the program.
Any student, particularly those in
the Theater and Dance major, would
benefit greatly from applying for this
program. The Tripod had the opportunity to interview Grace Kiley, one of the
program's premier instructors. Kiley
has been with the program for about
five years now, but has taught acting
and film for 25 years. Her wealth of
experience also comes from the fact
that she was taught by renowned
Broadway actress and teacher Uta
Hagen. She has appeared in theatrical
performances such as "Death of a
Salesman", "Six Degrees of Separation",
and "Bridge to Terabitha", and film
appearances such as "Bedford Park
Boulevard" and "What Lies Beneath".

see TRINITY on page 12
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Tripod Editorial
Meeting people online is now acceptable
Years ago, if I were to say
that I willingly give strangers
pictures of myself and let
them decide whether they
"like" them or not at the click
of a button, I would undoubtedly panic and question what
kind of robot I had become.
But this is the reality of
online
social interaction
today. Phone applications like
Tinder have become socially
acceptable ways to meet
strangers on the Internet.
This premise sounds like
the beginning of a gruesome
CSI episode, but somehow
this generation has reasoned
with itselfvb that we know
how to maneuver the Internet
and interact with strangers in
a completely acceptable way.
Not only has Tinder thrived
mostly for bored college-aged
students, but also websites
like
OKCupid.com
have
become normal means of
meeting potential dates for
adults after college.
But what does this say
about society's ability to go

out and meet people the "old·
fashioned" way? For decades
young people looking for
matches have managed to
find significant others without the help of websites that
function with the help of algorithms or applications that
rely on both individuals
mutually liking each other.
These programs make people picky. They allow people to
swiftly decide whether individuals pass their criteria at a
quick glance of their profiles.
It lets people feel like they
have the upper hand and get
to sit in the comfort of their
rooms on their computers or
phones and chose what
strangers they interact with
or even date.
While this may not be good
for our generation's social
skills, we are taking full
advantage of the technology
we are given. If life gives people the opportunity to meet
people in a way we did not
previously have, why should
we not take advantage of it?

Over the years there has
been a stigma associated with
meeting your husband or wife
on the Internet, but it seems
like more and more this stigma has disappeared. But why
s hould there be a stigma?
People are only using the
Internet to meet people, and
they are obviously capable of
maintaining relationships in
person. Our generation has
been criticized with being
plastered
to
computer
screens, only capable of nonverbal communication. But as
long as we are able to meet
people both on and off the
computer, people should be
able to date, without the stigma.

-MHB
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Gender-based violence and witchcraft
This past Monday, Feb. 18
Janet Ware and Andrew
Watea were charged with the
murder of 20-year-old Kepari
Leniata. Leniata had been
tortured, covered with gasoline, bounded with rope and
set on fire by a mob in the cen tral highlands of Papua, New
Guinea. Hundreds of people
watched her burn to death,
and the police who were present at the time claim that they
were unable to take action to
stop the mob. The reason for
Leniata's murder? She had
been accused of witchcraft
after the death of a six·yearold child in the village.
The child had become ill
earlier in February and died
after being taken to the hospi ·
tal following complaints of
stomach and chest pains.
Villagers, including Ware and
Watea, claim Leniata was a
witch and had used sorcery to
kill the six-year-old child.
Following her murder, the
U.S. embassy in Papua issued
a
statement
identifying
Leniata's murder as an
instance of "pervasive genderbased violence" that was to be
condemned.
As a political science major
my classes in the major have
frequently discussed the con·
flict between universalism
and cultural relativism in
regards to human rights and
human
rights
abuses.
Universalism argues that
human rights are inalienable
rights that apply universally
to all individuals. Cultural
Relativism argues that the
truth is relative and that an
individual's
actions
and

beliefs should be understood
in terms of his or her culture.
Although Universalists and
cultural
relativists
have
engaged in heated debate over
which approach is the most
appropriate , I argue that the
murder of Leniata should only
be considered through a
Universalist perspective.
I understand that the truth
can be relative and that culture has an enormous influence on individuals' beliefs
(and the actions that can be
motivated by those beliefs) .
However, the accusation and
consequential
murder
of
Leniata (committed under the
guise of witchcraft accusa tions) is indicative of a larger
trend of violence against
women. In my last editorial, I
discussed the need for sexual
assault education to be
mandatory for all members of
social organizations on campus.
In this editorial, I aim to
illustrate how Leniata's murder should be universally
acknowledged foremost as an
example of gender-based vio·
lence, regardless of the cultural beliefs and norms held by
the individuals who both committed the crime and allowed
the crime to happen.
And
although sexual assault and
rape is arguably the most well
known example of genderbased violence, gender-based
violence also encompasses,
but is not limited to, physical
and mental abuse, harass·
ment, honor killings, female
genital mutilation and sexual
slavery.
This past Friday, Feb. 15

the
World
Press
also
announced the winners of
their 2013 photo contest.
Ironically, one of the winning
photos shows a female basket·
ball team playing basketball
in Somalia. The picture comes
across as seemingly irrelevant
until it becomes clear that
there is an armed guard overlooking the girls playing bas·
ketball. The caption underneath the picture elaborates
that the armed guard has
been hired by the Somali
Basketball Association to pro·
tect the women because they
have been harassed and subjected to death threats
because they play basketball.
This example provides another case of gender-based vio·
lence and the effects it has on
the everyday lives and activities of women.
Gender-based
violence
ended Kepari Leniata's life
and her story has brought
renewed attention to the
issues of gender- based violence and what strategies
should be taken to combat
these issues. In this regard,
Leniata's narrative brutally
and graphically illustrates the
consequences that can arise
when society and states do not
take appropriate measures to
combat gender-based violence,
regardless of that society's or
state's cultural beliefs.

-EMB

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Nature still reigns supreme despite technological advancement
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
SENIOR EDITOR

Throughout history, c1v1lization has been constantly
evolving. Our social interactions have become more complex, our technologies have
become more innovative, our
cities have grown, and our
industries have advanced. All
of these innovations have been
efforts towards a common goal:
to increase man's ability to
control his life, his image, his
interactions, and his surroundings.
Today, we would never
knock on someone's door without texting first to make sure
they were home and available,
and we would never go see a
movie without searching for
reviews or checking IMDB to
see which actors were in it. We
use all the technologies available to us to control these
aspects of our everyday lives in
an effort to make our lives
more predictable and more
manageable. However, as we
learned last weekend in the
hundreds of years of evolution
civilization has experienced,
we have not yet developed a
way to control the weather.
Before Blizzard Nemo hit
last week, we knew it was coming. Meteorologists warned us
that it was going to rival the
Blizzard of '78, politicians for-

bid us from driving, and our
parents urged us to come
home from school or collect
some provisions and stay
indoors.
However, no matter how
well we tried to and were able
to prepare for the storm, we
were powerless when it came
to controlling its effects. Just
like our ancestors did when
they were foraging for food, we
had to hunker down, wait for
the storm to be over, and then
take stock of the damage done
and move forward from there.

We use all the technologies available to us to control these aspects of our
everyday lives in an effort
to make our lives more predictable and more
manageable.
For me, that moving forward
including using a small shovel
and a McDonalds tray to dig
my car out of the mounds of
snow that were keeping it
imprisoned in its parking
spot.
For others, it may have
been using flashlights until
they regained power or snowblowing their driveway so they
could get to work the next day.
Regardless, it was clear that
our apps, our social media
connections, and even our

early weather reports and
storm warnings did nothing to
help us manage the effects of
the storm, proving that nature
is something we have not yet
found a way to control.
Before Europeans began
their
quest
to
spread
Christianity across the globe,
the nomadic peoples living
throughout the world prayed
to many different gods. These
gods were so numerous
because a different god controlled virtually every natural
element, and the people
understood that their livelihood was dependent upon
nature and the weather.
Therefore, when they needed
rain for their crops they
prayed to the gods of rain such
as the Aztec Tlaloc, the Mayan
Chaac, the Chinese Yu Shi, or
the Hawaiian Lono. If their
season did not seem to be
developing as well as they
would have liked, or they
knew something was going
wrong, they would pray to the
African Magee, the Aztec
Nanauatzin, the Basque Ekhi,
or the Brazilian Meri, the
gods of the sun and the light
and the protectors of the
human race.
These people associated all
of the natural elements with
celestial beings; they equated
nature and its various powers
to omnipotent forces beyond

COURTESTY OF www.technologytell.com
Many cars were buried throughout the northeastern United States during Nemo.

their control. In other words,
they respected nature and the
power it held over humanity in
ways that in the modern age
we sometimes forget we
should.
The blizzard that hit the
northeast last weekend is
nothing compared to some of
the natural disasters that
have occurred in the last
decade or so, disasters that
have forced major cities and
their inhabitants to start from
scratch. I find that people
today (myself included) typically see news of things like
earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, blizzards, and even
meteors on TV and immediately rationalize that something
like that will never happen to
me, I will never be in a place
like that when a storm of that

caliber decides to hit. If the
mythological gods of the past
could see us today, they would
be shaking their heads in disgust and pity at the ways we
try to control and micromanage every aspects of our lives.
We like to have our electronic
device tell us what is on our
schedule for the coming day,
and we do not particularly
appreciate when an unforeseen and uncontrollable outer
force interrupts that schedule.
But as we saw last weekend,
and will certainly continue to
see in the future, these interruptions (to put it mildly) do
occur, and there is nothing we
can do to prevent them. All we
can do is do our best to be prepared for them and accept
that we may not have quite as
much control as we think.

Netflix and HBO begin a battle to capture the hearts of viewers
FORREST ROBINETTE '16

now and have been in no way
dissatisfied. I have watched
countless fantastic TV shows
I recently watched the and movies on the beloved
entire first installment of the streaming network.
new Netflix original series,
My favorites include televi"House of Cards," and was sion masterpieces such as
utterly enthralled. I have spo- ''Mad Men," "Breaking Bad,"
ken to many fellow Netlix sub- "Arrested Development," "30
scribers who also enjoyed, or Rock," and much, much more.
are still enjoying, the political I only subscribe to the streamdrama
starring
the ing aspect of Netflix for severindomitable Kevin Spacey. al r easons. First, it is cheaper
This is not a review, but than subscribing to the mail
rather a discussion regarding order DVD service. Second,
the future of Netflix, HBO , the streaming library is
and television as a whole. extremely diverse and high
Prior to now, Netflix served quality. Lastly, I found I was
simply as an excellent middle- just too lazy to keep receiving
man, providing great TV and re-mailing the physical
shows and movies through a DVDs. I was perfectly satissuperior streaming service . fied with their excellent selecWith "House of Cards" and the tion of instant streaming conupcoming continuation of tent, so I was surprised that
Arrested Development (which they felt the need to up the
I have very high hopes for) , ante. I suppose that is the
Netflix is entering into the sign of a good company.
battle for exclusive content.
A friend of mine recomNetflix CEO Reed Hastings, mended "House of Cards" to
famously said that their goal me and I watched all 13
"is to become HBO faster than episodes in the span of about
HBO can become us." This sig- 48 hours. It was the definition
nals the start of a race and of a binge. I do not see the
heralds some serious competi- show as a drama that will
tion to come between two com- stand the test of time or leave
panies that I wouldn't have an indelible mark on the politinitially seen as rivals.
ical drama genre, but it is
I was surprised upon hear- thoroughly entertaining. The
ing Hasting's announcement filming style is lush, the plot
because I have been a loyal full of intrigue and twists, the
Netflix customer for a while script never feels dumbed
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the
OPINIONS EDITOR

down, and I just can't get Each episode ends with a due in large part to stunning
enough of Kevin Spacey. Many cliffhanger and I am usually special effects. I am in no way
people thought that releasing just frustrated when I have to trying to generalize all recent
all 13 episodes at once was a wait a week to find out what films as mere action candy,
poor choice because it opened happens next. However, I but a trend does emerge .
the possibility of spoilers for could understand that some While film lags behind, televimany fans and robbed viewers would argue that this sus- sion is steaming ahead with
of the experience of chatting pense is part of the fun of TV, superb writing, acting, and
with friends each week about but I, like many Americans I directing. It is very telling
the latest installment. Many suspect, am horribly impa- that A-list stars like Kevin
argued that discussing a tient and Netflix's all-at-once Spacey are now starring in
show, week by week, is part of release caters perfectly to my television shows . Television
the modern television experi- impatience. I have spent, not has long been devoid of presence. Netflix certainly did not wasted, countless hours sit- tige. The Emmys were trivial
make that belief a priority in ting in front of a Netflix while the
Oscars were
its handling of its flagship screen, watching the best TV revered . Now an Emmy is
original show.
shows and movies. HBO becoming quite a prize to be
I don't typically watch would have to do something had.
shows at their usual weekly very special at this point to
The competition among
times so discussing the show's sway me.
television networks, streamevents with my friends is not
So HBO is looking to offer ing service, etc. is giving rise
a strong priority of mine. I feel a streaming service to rival to wonderful new buffet of
that today, more than ever, Netflix and Netflix is looking shows. The big screen isn't the
every person's schedule is so to rival HBO in exclusive con- only screen that matters these
chock full of activities that tent. Both are trying to do the days . And I can say with
few people have the time each same thing so the victory will absolute certainty that I
week to sit down and commit be determined by whom does would much rather sit in my
to a TV show at one specific it best. This arms race and dorm and watch a TV show on
and inflexible time. In my many other factors have given my computer than I would
experience, most people miss birth to a golden age of televi- like to trek out to a movie thewatching "Modern Family" in sion. Who would believe that atre and listen to rude people
its Wednesday night timeslot TV, once confined to daytime chatter and rattle soft drinks.
and instead watch it on Hulu soaps and cliche dramas, Netflix users , HBO subthe next day or watch it on would produce the master- scribers, and network TV
DVR later that night. I think pieces of "Breaking Bad," watchers alike, sit back and
Netflix was wise to disregard "Mad Men," and "Downton enjoy the fruits of the arms
the notion of "communal view- Abbey?" As of late, film seems race . Right now countless
ership."
to be locked in a special companies are vying for our
I enjoyed "House of Cards" effects battle, with comic book viewership and money so
much more because I could films constantly topping the relax and enjoy being the
watch it as one long movie. charts in box-office receipts prettiest girl at the dance.
writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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The rebirth of the U.,S. must begin with revamped education
I

BRYAN FARB '14

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'd like to live in a society
that invests meaningfully in
every individual that comprises it. The social and political
institutions in the United
States fall short of what I con·
sider meaningful investments,
and that is the root of the
political, cultural, and spiritu al poverty that afflicts, to
varying extents, almost every
American.
Why do political campaigns
resemble advertisements for
commodities more closely than
contests between candidates
that present their policy
views, job qualifications, and
nothing more to voters?
Because the politically ignorant public will decide how to
vote based on factors largely
unrelated to, and misrepresentative of a candidate's ability
to effectively serve the interest
of the public.
Why does our culture subordinate
experience
to
imagery? Because the way we
educate and socialize our
youth has nothing to do with
(and discourages) giving them
the tools to look critically at
the world around them and
the paradigms through which
they perceive that world.
Why do so many of us

answer the most fundamental
questions of living. Who are
we? What is life? How should
we act? How should we con struct meaning from experience ?-by receiving wisdom
from external religious and
social institutions? Because
we do not educate our children
with a focus on cultivating the
most important human faculty, the ability to question.
I recently read a great selfhelp ("personal leadership")
book called "The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People."
Since reading it, I have
learned to think deeply about
my core values, and reference
those values in my day-to-day
decisions.
As a result, I proactively
live a life I want to live, and
not one controlled by the
external factors of a constant·
ly changing world. I suggest
applying this same type of
thinking on a social scale.
Let's think about what kind of
society we want to create, and
use that vision as the guiding
force in shaping our social and
political institutions.
The end which the connections between us-what we
call society-serve, is to allow
each individual to be fully
human. That is the core value
that we should reference when
we think about structuring

society.
Specifically, our government should inform the nature
of its education, health care,
transportation, defense, urban
design strategies, environmen·
tal protection, criminal reha bilitation, and all of its
resources on giving individuals the intellectual and physi·
cal tools to flourish. Of these
areas in government, the most
powerful tool we have to create
a society of individuals capable
of realizing their full humanity, is education. Our current
public education system boxes
children in rooms with other
students their age for seven
hours a day, while a teacher
tries to unzip their heads, pour
as much information in as possible, and zip them back up in
time for them to pass a stan dardized test, and get moved
along the conveyor belt to the
next grade.
We need to overhaul our
education system, and place
creativity, critical thinking,
teamwork, exploration, and
passion squarely at the center
of it. We need to incorporate
ethics, civics, philosophy, multicultural and cultural studies,
religion, wilderness immers10n, psychology, criminal
studies, food, sex, drugs, rela tionships, and so many other
types of classes intended to

provoke thought about the elements of our lives that affect
us, and in the process how to
think about those things, into
curriculums starting at a
young age.
Instead of trying to introduce "accountability" into our
classrooms
by
centering
schoolwork around standardized testing, we need to professionalize teaching, starting
teacher salaries in the six figure range, attracting competition for teaching positions,
encouraging the creation of
rigorous professional schools
(like medical schools) for
teachers, and allowing administrators to pick between a
variety of qualified candidates. I don't mean to prescribe a specific structure in
our education system here .
Rather, I recommend three
components that should be
central to education if we are
to align it with the core value
of society-allowing people to
experience
life
richly.
Education should focus on 1.
Creating opportunities for students to engage in the most
important questions we face in
life, 2. Cultivating critical
thinking skills and other tools
that allow people to process
the world in a way that gives
them the power to choose how
they want to interact with it,

and 3. Putting our kids in the
hands of able educators that
will be able to accomplish
those two goals.
Our education system is far
from the only element of our
society that needs massive
restructuring, but it is the one
that, if redesigned to socialize
generations of people to question the way the world works
and possess the ability to
affect change, has the potential to serve as a vehicle that
will not only create a govern ment that serves the interest
of the governed from which it
draws consent, but to replace
our culture of isolation with
one that fosters rich interactions and communities, and to
encourage people to look inside
themselves for answers to
their deepest spiritual questions, rather than to outside
images or institutions.
This country is politically,
culturally, and spiritually
bankrupt. We don't make
social and political decisions
by referencing what kind of
society we want to create. We
need to change that, and use
education to cultivate in
future Americans the ability to
be authentic. This is the proper role of government-a creature we create to endow every
one of us with the ability to
live, not to be lived.

Day after Valentine's Day reveals the business side of things
SHRIYA NAGPAL '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Thursday, Feb. 14, 2013
started out like every other
morning:
Rough.
Unceremoniously woken by
my alarm clock croaking the
latest Macklemore, I rolled
out of my drool-stained mattress to provide my alarm
clock with an equally unceremonious slap in the face.
Then,
rightfully
feeling
accomplished by my acts of
aggression, I proceeded to
crawl back into bed (successfully avoiding Drool Lake)
and fell prey to the comforts
of a "quick" Tempur- Pedic nap
prior to the start of my first
class. And, of course, as to be
expected, what seemed like
0.0034 7 seconds later I woke
with what could only be diagnosed as a mild heart-attack.
"I'm gonna pop some tags,"
the horrid machine mocked,
"only got twenty dollars in my
pocket."
Happy Valentines Day
everyone.
Now, I will be the first one
to admit that my Valentine's
vendetta may be slightly
tainted by my perpetual "individual" relationship status
(Yes, I am so unbelievably single) . But my slightly crabby,
oh so lonely state does not, in
any way, belittle the fact that
the whole institution of
Valentine's Day has become
nothing
but
Hallmark's
February hoax. The fact of the
matter is that Valentine's
Day, much like Trinity fresh-

man orientation, needs to be
reconsidered.
Yet, to truly understand
the complexity of my hatred, I
think it is imperative that we
all comprehend the historical
context
underlining
our
beloved Valentine's Day. I
mean, who the hell came up
with this holiday? Well
Trinity, once upon a time, in a
land far far away (No, I am
not referring to Vernon Street)
there lived a beloved priest,
by the name of Saint
Valentine, whose was heart
comprised of metaphorical
rainbows,
unicorns,
and
everything else in the world
associated with happiness.
Unfortunately his rainbow
disposition seemed inconsistent with the time period, for
there also lived an evil emperor, Emperor Claudius II, who
had decided that single, unat·
tached men groomed better
soldiers than those with wives
and families. And so, the fat,
evil (and I am assuming also
very single) Emperor proceeded to outlaw the institution of
marriage entirely in hopes of
ra1smg a nation saturated
with unattached soldiers .
Valentine, however, recog·
nized the injustices of the
decree,
and
defied the
Emperor's wishes. That is,
Valentine continued to per·
form marriages for young
lovers m secret. And so,
Valentines Day was created in
honor of St. Valentine's radical acts in the face of forbidden love.
Yet, in contrast, in today's

society, it seems that the institution of Valentine's Day,
which is supposed to honor St.
Valentine's loyalty to love, has
been denounced profoundly to
superficial means fostered by
sex-driven adolescents. The
significance of Valentine's Day
today seems to have digressed
far from the sacred institution
of love and matrimony. And,
not to mention, it could just be
me that feels this way but I
have always been utterly confused by what it actually
means to be someone's
Valentine? Personally, in
today's society, to me the
whole notion sounds more like
a business arrangement,
rather than an exhibition of
forbidden love: Boy looks over
girl's sexy, curvy "resume."
Boy hires girl to be his
Valentine. Girl is stoked for
the opportunity. Boy pays girl
salary in shocking-red roses.
Girl screeches with feminine
excitement at her new flowery
income. Boy and girl attend
dinner at Mather. Boy and
girl return to boy's dorm to
take care of some unfinished
"propositions." La, La, La ...
Next morning, boy fist bumps
girl and they part ways
respectfully. Girl may or may
not be pregnant.
Now, don't get me wrong,
although I cannot honestly
say I have had first hand
experience, I am completely in
support of the whole onenight La, La, La's. However,
in my opinion, these one-night
La, La, La's should not be considered a token tradition of

Valentine's Day. You see, this promote a day often dedicated
odd amalgam of past and cur- to superficial love and unexrent Valentine's Day rituals pected pregnancies? I would
seem to have completely mud- pray not.
dled the original, sacred
Now, it is also no secret
meaning of the day itself: A that Valentine's Day also
attractive,
wellday in honor of a man who makes
fought for love. But alas, I groomed, single girls (like
understand, that we as college myself) slightly depressed, for
students are sexually active the holiday is often rightfully
beings and therefore not only referred to as "single aware·
desire but require a day to ness day." But, what is even
demonstrate our carnivorous more depressing for us poised,
selves. So, I propose that we attractive, single-girls (boys,
exercise our right to La, La, feel free to call me) is to see
La on a more appropriate hol- our generation single handediday so as to not ruin the insti- ly assassinate the original,
tution of love itself, perhaps authentic significance of this
Mardi Gras, or for those of you holiday: a day dedicated to
who are feeling especially rad- love.
ical, Hanukkah.
So, Trinity, next year when
I mean, the fact of the mat- we all inevitably fall prey to
ter is that the institution of February 14's annual grasp,
love and marriage, which is let us all try to remember two
what Valentine's Day tradi- main things. One, February
tionally represents, is sup- 15 is only 24 hours away. And
posed to be eternal. Yet, with two , let us remember what
the new customs attributed to this holiday truly represents.
Valentine's Day, and the asso- That is instead of succumbing
ciated social pressures for to our animalistic needs, why
men to perform in oh so many don't we all work to redeem
ways, the whole "eternal" this well-intentioned holiday
aspect of love is completely through appreciation.
denounced come February 15.
On this day, we should all
For it is not uncommon for the thank our loved ones, be it our
so-called Valentine "lovers" siblings, parents, spouses,
described above to awkwardly friends, bosses, boyfriends,
avoid each other for the rest of girlfriends, television charactheir respectful lifetimes . In ters, arch nemeses, pets, or
which case, it is not their various inanimate objects for
mutual love that is deemed having some kind of presence
eternal, but rather their in our lives. And most impormutual embarrassment of tantly, in the words of
their actions. I mean, come on Macklemore, let us not forget
people, with divorce rates as to thank "our granddad for
high as they are in America donating that plaid button-up
today, do we really want to shirt."
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Our generation is characterized by unwillingness to help others
afford to tip. But don't take for
granted someone else's wages
(like waitresses and such), or
I think I'll be going philo· maybe stick to the meal plan
sophical in this piece folks. Or that's already been afforded
at the very least on a rant. It's you.
pretty hard to accept that your
This reminds me of the
peers, and your generation, problem with meal plans, or
have turned into a group of rather how students treat
people who are not only unreli· their meal plans. Many stu·
able, but also unwilling to help dents won't use all their meals,
others.
because they don't eat that
I'm not saying I haven't much or because they buy food
flaked out on a health center elsewhere or order out. If you
appointment here and there, or know you haven't used all your
forgotten to hold the door for meals come Thursday, why not
someone. But I am saying I'm donate them? Chartwells
aware of it, and it bothers me. allows us to donate unused
What's frustrating is the com· meals all the time to various
plete disregard for common causes like helping the needy
courtesy. Obviously people and giving to those affected by
have argued about this before, Hurricane Sandy. Yet it's too
I'm not that original. Generally much trouble for some stu·
though, it's 70
dents to walk
to 80 year olds
Everything nowadays is down to the
complaining
. .
I , ll b
Cave or Bistro
a b ou t th e 1ack a compet1t1on. t s a a out t o d ona t e th ese
of
respect. getting ahead, and if help- meals? There
Here are my ing someone pick up the are also stu·
views.
dropped books and papers dents who don't
Everything
wi ll s low you down, then c o n s i d e r
nowadays is a
Bantam Bucks
competition.
tough luck for them.
to
be
real
It's all about
money. Those
getting ahead, and if helping bucks do come from someone's
someone pick up the dropped bank account, although clearly
books and papers will slow you not yours. If you're fortunate
down, then tough luck for enough to have this mentality,
them. Maybe they'll even trip a then you're lucky, and good for
few people up, and you'll get a you.
bigger lead in the race. It
But if it's really no differsounds ridiculous doesn't it?
ence to you, go use those bucks
While we can't all be Oprah to buy some meals, or supplies
and give away cars and schools at CVS (which does take
and books and everything she Bantam Bucks) and give them
does, we can at least do little to the homeless. But again,
things for everyone around us. this would be too much work
If we can't afford to tip the for our generation. I'm not
drivers
from
Trinity sure where this apathy stems
Restaurant, maybe we should from. Perhaps students really
just walk our lazy asses the don't realize that the littlest
two blocks to pick up the food. things can make a difference.
Granted, there are some who Maybe I'm being idealistic, but
don't believe in tipping. Some would it really hurt to try?
have a darn good reason, like
There are so many seem growing up in the Great ingly petty things that I've
Depression when people really been noticing that add up to an
couldn't afford to tip someone overall disappointment in this
who was already getting generation. I can tolerate peo·
wages. But that's a different ple listening to Justin Beiber
generation. It's fine if you can't and Taylor Swift, but I can't
CHANEL PALACIOS '14
OPINIONS EDITOR

tolerate people being rude for
no reason. If a child can run up
to help someone who has just
fallen, you can help the people
who drank too much on the
weekend to make it to their
door safely instead of laughing
at them. You can help someone
pick up their stuff. You can
throw your cigarette butts in
the trash, or your bottles in
the recycle bin instead of out
the Jarvis windows. It's also
not hard to say bless you when
someone sneezes in class. And
don't give me any of the "I'm
an atheist" crap, or whatever
related nonsense.
If the phrase has absolutely no meaning to you, then it
wouldn't hurt to say it. Or at
the very least, don't roll your
eyes when someone else says
it, and don't start arguing
about how against your beliefs
it is. That's called being obnox·
ious, and just trying to instigate fights. Most people are
too polite to say anything, but
if that's your style then go pick
a fight with a bull or a bear or
some other creature that has
no time for your shenanigans.
On a larger scale, perhaps
we could volunteer and donate
more. Not to make it look good
on resumes, or for tax dona tions, but as a general concern
for others. Don't assume someone else will come along to
help. Adopt the old dog from
the shelter that no one else
will take. Pass out little care
packages to the homeless, no
matter whether they yell at
you or thank you.
I sound like a hippie right
now, but there's a larger push
to recycle, and save water and
electricity. It's something we
should do . Recycling isn't
hard. There are special trash
cans all over campus (general·
ly with a green lid, go green,
duh). There's also a new program on campus. You can buy
a special bin just for your room
(it's only one dollar, so you can
use those "fake" Bantam
Bucks) to throw all your bot·
tles and whatnot, and then put

it outside and it'll magically go door at the same time. Say
away and be recycled. There's please and thank you to the
an email somewhere that gives people making your food,
more details about that, but instead of getting all huffy
unfortunately I get spammed because the line was just too
with so many emails from long. You came during the
groups that won't take me off lunch rush, so get over it
the email list that I can't find because you should have
known.
it.
Back to the point, shut the
Overall, just be a little
water off while you brush your nicer. It sounds a little odd
teeth. Remember to shut your coming from me, because I'm
light off when you leave (Why an acquired taste, but it's realdo some of the hallway lights ly not that hard to be polite. If
in High Rise never shut off? you can show concern for othNow that's a waste.), and take ers without expecting recognia shorter shower than usual. tion, then maybe you'll do
Unless you really smell, in alright later on. Maybe I'll
which case do us all a favor write an opinion piece about
and take the extra five min- how awesome you are. Maybe
utes. Hygiene is yet another you'll get nominated for big
common courtesy to others special award later in laugh,
that people ignore. I really simply because you didn't
expect
anydon't want to
smell
your
We could volunteer and thing. That's
sweat, and the
called karma.
donate more. Not to make
general college
I've never been
aura that comes it look good on resumes, or a big fan of the
from
leaving for tax donations, but for a idea of karma,
food out, or let· general concern for others. but hey if it
ting drinks sit
makes people
Don't assume someone else
in your room.
be a wee bit
will come along to help.
There's the
more aware of
saying
that
their commu·
what goes around comes nities, then hey I'll buy it.
around, according to Justin
Now before anyone starts
Timberlake and fables and folk calling me a hypocrite when
tales that have existed for cen- they see me forget to open the
turies. Yet when I see students door for someone, realize that
being completely oblivious to I'm not coming from a place
the needs of others, and forget- above everyone else. I may be
ting about common courtesy, criticizing this generation, but
it's hard to believe JT's words, I am still a part of it. Feel free
no matter how glorious his to call me out if I'm being a
songs sound.
jackass, because I'm not so
I may not have the sweetest sensitive that I'll get offended.
demeanor, but that doesn't
If some people were to just
mean I'm incapable of helping try a little more, it would
someone out without expecting encourage everyone else and
something in return. I really then boom! That's how change
believe that holding a door for starts, and things get better. I
someone can make a differ- want to improve things so that
ence. Now there is always that when we're old farts, we won't
awkward space, where the per- be left to carry our own gro·
son is too far to wait for, but ceries. That's the end goal isn't
too close to ignore them. I say it? Make everything better so
wait the extra moments, people will be glad to carry our
because it could make some· groceries when we're too bro·
one's day, like a person who ken down to do it ourselves.
has been struggling trying to Just kidding, the end goal is
carry their boxes and open the just to be a better person.
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NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

The Mill presents Faculty Lecture"Valentine's Day: On
continued from page 1

Sadly, Apollo is forced to go
through life constantly longing for someone who only
wishes
to
avoid
him.
Throughout
her
lecture
Safran stressed the accidental
or unexpected nature of love
in classic literature, symbolized of course by Cupid's
arrows.
Lastly, Safran gave a brief
commentary
on
Plato's
"Symposium." In order to
explain why humans are so
uncontrollably attracted to
each other, Aristophanes tells
an origin-story about days
long ago when man and
woman were combined into
one single being with four
legs, four feet, and four hands.
Zeus decides to split these
primeval bodies apart; thus,
we spend the rest of our lives
"searching for our other half."
Safran said for the Greeks and
Romans this seeking of another being was not for sex - it
was simply due to the fact
that you had been physically
separated from your significant other such a long time
ago.
Professor Fisher, an expert
in all things medieval, fol -

COURTESY OF Trenton Jackson '14
Pictured above is Associate Professor of Psychology Dina Anselmi, who spoke at The Mill's Faculty Lecture last Thursday.

lowed Safran so as to continue
the presentation chronologically. Fisher started with the
bold
proclamation
that
"Chaucer invented Valentine's
Day." She found evidence in
Chaucer's 1382 "Parlement of
Foules," the first poem to suggest that Feb. 14 could be a
day for lovers. St. Valentine's
Day was originally a feast celebrating the early Christian
martyr Valentine who was

killed for trying to marry
Christian couples in pagan
Rome. Chaucer wrote the 700line poem for the one-year
engagement anniversary of
King Richard II to Anne
Boleyn. Love themes leak into
the work by way of flocks of
birds looking to find their
mates on St. Valentine's Day,
making love literally "for the
birds."
The courtly love tradition,

explained Fisher, took hold in
France during the 12th century by way of Islamic and
Spanish
traditions.
Relationships between men
and women were reconfigured
towards a system of worship
based on the chivalric code
that was formerly used by
knights. Fisher went on to
describe how the chivalry that
we know today between men
and women was actually

based on chivalry between
men in battle. In medieval
times it was common for a
lower knight to swear his allegiance to a higher-ranking
knight or lord in return for
food and shelter during
wartime. This notion, Fisher
said, was soon transformed
into men swearing vows to
their lovers. Some critics have
said that chivalry is dead in
modern times. To this Fisher
responded, "If chivalry is
dead, courtly love certainly
isn't."
Even in 2013 we still give
our lovers tokens of our affection on Valentine's Day. Fisher
admits that these gifts certainly aren't as extravagant as
they used to be, but they still
revolve around traditional
courtly love gifts: a small
poem written on a note or
card, flowers, and foods.
"Courtly love has trickled
down through the centuries,"
said Fisher. We still believe in
"love at first sight," that destiny is real, that a man must
prove himself to his lover, and
that loving someone is
painful. To this last notion,
Fisher concluded, "If love
weren't pain, there wouldn't
be any art."

Trinity grants three new promotions Annual Trinity Bantam
Last Tuesday, Feb. 12
Trinity announced the promotion of three faculty mem hers to permanent professors.
The first new professor is
Research Associate Professor
of Political Science Charles
A. Dana and Director of the
Human Rights Program
Sonia Cardenas. Professor
Cardenas is very interested
in the intersection between
human rights and universal
jurisdiction. On her blog,
Cardenas discusses human
rights issues such as postconflict accountability in
Nepal, judicial diffusion in
Africa, aiding and abetting
in Kiobel, symbolism in
South Africa, and doublespeak by Spain's Supreme
Court.
After getting her Ph.D in
August of 1999 from the
University
of
Virginia,
Professor Cardenas came to
Trinity in 2001. She teaches
classes
such
as
"International
Relations
Theory," "The Politics of
Human Rights in Latin

America," and "International
Human
Rights
Law."
Professor Cardenas challenges her students to apply
a number of different theories to properly conceptualize and understand interna tional relations while exploring links to a number of
other fields.
The second promotion was
given to Associate Professor
of Physical Education Wendy
Davis. Davis became the
Trinity College Women's
Head Basketball Coach in
the summer of 2005. She
"recruits female student-athletes that want to become
better students, better bas·
ketball players, better teammates and, most importantly, better people."
This season will be
Professor Davis' eighth sea son coaching the Trinity
College Basketball Team.
Davis has been known to
develop tight bonds with student-athletes who find Davis
inspiring. In a
recent
Bantam Sports article, former basketball captain Dee
Savageau '06 attested to
Davis's spectacular attributes when she confessed that

COURTESY OF trincoll.edu
Professor of Political Science, Cardenas.

COURTESY OF trincoll.edu
Professor of Physical Education, Davis.

JAKE MEVORACH '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"'

when she got her first job
she was constantly emailing
Professor Davis for advice.
Despite only having been
under Professor Davis' leadership for a year, Savageau
also added that they still
keep in touch.
The third promotion is for
Professor of Psychology and
Neuroscience Susan Masino.
Masino has been with the
college since 2003. Professor
Masino "want[s] to use [herJ
opportunities here at Trinity
to partner with students and
share ideas, support a core
set of human values, show
[her]
enthusiasm
for
research, and facilitate students moving on from
Trinity feeling self-empowered to have a positive
impact on both local and
global issues facing us
today."
These new promotions will
be effective July 1, 2013.
Trinity College welcomes
these faculty members into
their new positions with
increased
prestige
and
extends congratulations to
Professor Davis, Professor
Masino
and
Professor
Cardenas!

COURTESY OF ttincoll.edu
Professor of Psychology, Susan Masino.

Bazaar raises over $1500
Weekliy Communit:Y Service Update
ALIE SCHREIBER '13
STAFF WRITER

"This is my favorite event of
the year!" exclaimed Lauren
Yianilos '14 as she left the
fourth annual Bantam Bazaar
this past Tuesday. The Bantam
Bazaar was started in 2010 by
Lindsey Eichler '08, M'll in
the wake of the earthquake in
Haiti. It was part of a major
effort by the Trinity College
community to fundraise for the
victims of the earthquake.
After the success of the first
Bazaar
the
Community
Service office has continued
running the event every year
since. It became a tradition to
donate the money raised to
causes helping in the wake of
natural disasters such as the
earthquake in Pakistan in
2011 and Hurricane Irene in
2012. After Hurricane Sandy
ravaged the East Coast this
past fall it was a logical choice
to be the benefactor of the
money raised at this year's
event.
Trinity students, faculty,
staff, and alumni all donated
goods to be sold at the Bantam
Bazaar. Some of the items that
were donated this year included clothes, games, jewelry, coffee makers, fans, lamps, TVs,
school supplies, hats, scarves,
DVDs, and video games.
Gracie Phillips '13 commented, "My favorite part was
the really random trinkets
that you could find. It was a

great place to find Valentine's
Day gifts for my friends . It
offered such a wide variety of
items" Phillips then proudly
showed off her winter boots
that she bought at the Bazaar
for just four dollars
Alex Montiero '16 attended
the Bazaar and although she
did not purchase anything, she
noted how inexpensive all of
the items were. Laundry hampers or dorm supplies which
might be expensive in the
College Bookstore were available for much lower prices.
Montiero noticed that most
items were under five dollars,
and that the products for sale
were "very similar to the items
that [Trinity] sells in the
Coop." Many of the donations
come from items left in residence halls at the end of the
year.
This year over $1,500 was
raised for Hurricane Sandy
relief. Giuliani Lopez '11, who
was one of the driving forces
for this year's Bantam Bazaar,
could not have been happier.
At the end of the day Lopez
said, "Even though Nemo tried
to keep us down, this was one
of the best attended Bantam
Bazaars and was definitely
immensely fun to organize.
Thanks to everyone that
donated your items, time, or
money. We at the Community
Service office wholeheartedly
appreciate it. And to anyone
that got a great deal, con·
grats!"
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Hughes Award to be presented to outstanding Junior Professor
SARAH MEADS '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Arthur H. Hughes
Award for Achievement in
Teaching will be presented
at
the
2013
Trinity
Commencement. It is one of
two awards presented to
faculty on graduation day
in the spring, along with
the
Thomas
Church
Brownwell Award.
The Hughes Award is a
way in which the College
honors its most achieved
and beloved faculty. The
award is named in honor of
Arthur Hughes, who served
the Trinity College community for 36 years as a
Professor
of
German,
Chairman
of
the
Department of Modern
Languages, Dean of the
College, Dean of the
Faculty, and as the acting
president on two separate
occasions. The award was a
gift of former President and
Trustee of Trinity G. Keith
Funston, and is specifically
granted to full-time junior
members of the faculty.
All members of the
school community are invited to submit nominations
for the award by March 4.
Faculty members must be
in at least their third
through nine years of teach-

for this award.
The
nominations
and
award process have several
steps: anyone in the campus
community may nominate an
eligible professor with a 200300 word explanation of why
the professor is deserving of
the Hughes award. All nominees will then be asked to submit a 750-word essay discussing their teaching objectives and practices. Nominees
must also submit five letters
of recommendation from current students, alumni, or faculty colleagues.
The committee to choose
the recipient will consist of
former Brownell Prize winners. The Thomas Church
Brownell Prize for Teaching
Excellence is annually awarded to a senior faculty member
for consistently remarkable
teaching. The committee
includes Interim Dean of
Faculty Richard Prigodich as
well as eight former recipients
of the Brownell Prize, ranging
in specialty from computer
science and biology to English
and psychology. Associate
Academic Dean and English
Professor Sheila Fisher is on
the selection committee. She
says that the committee will
select a recipient of the
Hughes award based on "a
passionate commitment to
teaching, to student growth,

member's subject area in a
way that is engaging and
enriching."
Past recipients of the
Hughes award are from
numerous departments and
are as varied as the individuals themselves, says Fisher,
''but what they have all shared
is an impressive love of teaching that has produced very
effective results for their students."
The Hughes Award has
been presented to faculty
since 1990. Last year, the
award was given to History a
nd International Studies
Professor Seth Markle. In
2011, the award was given to
two professors: Psychology
Professor Laura Holt and
Economics Professor Mark
Stater.
Dean Prigodich and the
rest of the selection committee
urge both students and faculty members in the Trinity
community to play a role in
this important process by
nominating those junior professors worthy of considera tion.
"Not only does it award
excellence in teaching, it recognizes that such excellence
can occur in relatively early
stages of a professor's career.
It also acknowledges the ways
in which learning is at the
center of what we do at

Submite nominations for deserving professors to
)anet.marotto@trlncoll.edu
by March 4, 2012
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News In Brief
L.A. Manhunt Comes to an End

Climate Change Rally Held

Chris Dorner, the ex-cop-turnedfugitive who gripped the L.A. area in a
week-long manhunt, ended his own life
Friday. Police and SWAT team members had barricaded Dorner in a cabin
in the Big Bear Resort area. The cabin
caught fire and police reported hearing
a single shot. Dorner was wanted for at
least four deaths and a revenge manifesto against the LAPD.

More than 40,000 people protested
on the National Mall in Washington,
D.C. on Sunday for the "Forward on
Climate" rally. The rally was in
protest of the Keystone XL pipeline,
which proposes running tar sands oil
from Canada to the U.S. The crowd
was urging President Obama to reject
the proposal and take action on other
urgent climate issues.

Chavez Makes Surprise Visit

S. African Olympian Arrested

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
returned to Caracas after ten weeks
spent in Cuba following a surgery. The
surprise visit was meant to squash
indignation from political opponents
over his long absence. He announced
his return via Twitter. Chavez won
reelection in October but was unable to
attend his own swearing-in on Jan. 10
due to his ailing health.

Oscar Pistorius, the doubleamputee runner who competed in the
2012 London Olympics, was arrested
for murdering his girlfriend on
Valentine's Day morning. She was
allegedly shot four times and the athletic superstar has lost major endorsements with Nike and Oakley. The
prosecution says their case is "rock
solid" against Pistorius.

Country Singer Takes own Life

Rep. Jackson pleads guilty

Nashville singer Mindy McCready
apparently shot herself Sunday afternoon. McCready, 37, had two young
sons and a history of drug abuse and
mental illness that overshadowed her
music career. Her boyfriend, David
Wilson, committed suicide just one
month earlier. She also allegedly shot
and killed Wilson's dog before taking
her own life.

Former Democratic Representative
Jesse Jackson, Jr. was charged Friday
with misspending $750,000 of campaign cash. He and his wife Sandi
Jackson will plead guilty to fraud.
Jackson resigned from his seat in
Congress in November, citing vague
health problems. He was once considered one of the most promising
African-American politicians.

Intercollegiate
Update
Hamilton College

Middlebury College

The Hamilton College Chapel
will honor the life of recent graduate
Joshua Hicks '09 with a spiritual film
collection, to be dedicated on Feb. 21.
The collection will focus on a broad
definition of the term "spiritual," not
merely religion. Hicks was a Religious
Studies major who planned on
becoming a minister. He died in April

Middlebury's President and
Deans have agreed to reabsorb
some of the costs of the SGA. The
college agreed to finance 24/7
library hours during finals week, as
well as larger portions of intramural sports costs. The decision was
made following a proposed increase
in the student activites fee.

Tufts University

Wesleyan University

Tufts' Office of Residential Life
has announced that they will
enforce a policy allowing students
to live in special interest houses for
no more than one academic year.
This policy has been met with
opposition from current residents
of the houses, who claim that it was
not applied in past years.

Wesleyan sent about 50 students
to last weekend's Forward on
Climate rally in Washington, D.C.
The rally aimed to protest the
Keystone XL pipeline, which protesters view as a step in the wrong direction for U.S. energy policy. Zach
Burns '14 played a major role in cordinating the Wesleyan effort.

Brown University

Harvard University

Brown's Corporation approved
an undergraduate tuition increase of
four percent, the highest in three
years. Along with the tuition
increase will be a 5.6 percent
increase in financial aid. The university anticipates running a deficit of
$4.4 million in fiscal year 2014, and
the tuition hike will help alleviate it.

Harvard President Drew Faust
gave a speech touting the importance of federal research funding at
a national meeting for the advancement of science. Faust served as a
co-chair of the event and warned
that funding cuts would endanger
innovation, the economy, and
"intellectual life."
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Trinity Hosts Second Housing Panel
EMILY CHASSMAN '16
STAFF WRITER

Last Wednesday, Feb. 13, several students joined the second
session of "Demystifying the
Housing System," a weekly discussion in Mather dining hall
concerning the new housing system that will be implemented in
Fall 2013. Dean of Students
Fred Alford, a Trinity junior, and
a professor made up the panel of
three that loosely facilitated the
meeting, although Dean Alford
was intent on participation from
the students and faculty . pres.•
ent.
Alford bnefly ·described · the
new housing system as a , reorganization of how students and
faculty live , and interact. The
goal of the new system is to build
a better sense .o f commuruty ,-at
Trinity and for students and faculty members to form closer
relationships on campus. The
focus of this week's discussion
was on the role of advisors under
the new Housing system. Alford
posed the following questions:
''What do students see as the
pros and cons of the current
advising system?" and ''What do
students and faculty members
want to see in a new advising
system?" After a few moments
of silence, Alford posed another
question: ''Who here has a good
advisor?"
Only two students raised
their hands.
One student

praised his advisor (or being
available to him for all issues,
especially smaller ones. He said
the accessibility of his advisor
really contributed to the relationship they have established.
A few upperclassmen commented on the difficult time they had
in choosing an advisor for their
major. Many expressed how
rushed they felt in being forced
to choose an advisor, leaving
many feeling uncertain about
their choice. One student suggested the administration make
a formal event where student
can meet and get to know professors who may serve as possible
mentors and advisors in the
future. Alford used these concerns to bring the conversation
back to the discussion of the
advising program, specifically
for first-year students.
A student recounted her own
struggles with her pre-major
advisor,
complaining that
although her advisor was nice,
he really didn't know how to
help her in any other subject
area other than the one he
taught. This problem was
echoed among several other students and faculty members
(including those that are or have
been first-year advisors).
Another criticism of the current advising system was the
lack of contact between firstyear and senior students. This
relationship was discussed at
length and deemed very impor-

tant in helping new students
establish a sense of community
and family in their first year at
Trinity.
Also discussed was the kind of
advising students want and
need, mainly whether academic
advising should be separated
from general advising. Students
and faculty agreed that advising
should establish a personal and
mutual relationship with professors and other students both
before and after declaring a
major. Many solutions were discussed in response to this dilemma, including the expansion of
pre-orientation/orientation programs such as QUEST, the
establishment of a close-knit
network of faculty and older students for first-year students,
and whether having an advisor
who is also a student's current
professor compromises advising
in anyway.
The rest of the discussion outlined a preliminary plan for the
new advising system, but mostly
focused on hearing students'
suggestions. This informal meeting was a first step in the administration's attempt to create a
new system to aid community
building here at Trinity, though
the new system is not yet fully
"demystified". As a community
we must continue to voice our
concerns and stay involved and
helping the implementation
committee shape the future of
the housing system at Trinity.

CHLOE MILLER

chloe.mlller@trlncoll.edu

ELAINA ROLLINS
elalna.rolllns@trlncotl.edu
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At Trinity and around the world: Pulitzer Winner Joan Hedrick
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

Not every university can boast about
having a Pulitzer Prize winning author,
but Trinity can. Over winter vacation,
the Charles A Dana Professor of History
Joan Hedrick was featured in a three
part
PBS
special
called "The
Abolitionists." The special was a docudrama, meaning that it was part documentary and part historical reenactment. Given that Hedrick wrote a
Pulitzer Prize winning biography of
Stowe, she is a go to source of information on Stowe and was chosen for the
PBS special and Hedrick happily accepted the offer. "Stowe was so influential in
the debate on slavery and to be represented in a series on abolition was impor-

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
of. Hedrick teaches HistO"ry at Trinity College.

tant for me to do," says Hedrick on why
she accepted the offer to be interviewed
in the series. Hedrick's interviews were
featured in the second episode, which
focused on Stowe, of the three part
series.
Hedrick describes the process of filming as "very good." The director, producer
and writer of the series Rob Rapley was
an "excellent interviewer" according to
Hedrick. She says that it was helpful to
work with someone very skilled and low
key and that the overall interviewing
process went well.
Before the special aired on Tuesday
Jan. 8, the Harriet Beecher Stowe
Center in Hartford, Conn. held a panel ·
discussion featuring Hedrick and other
professors at Connecticut universities.
Many do not know that Stowe spent her
retirement in Hartford. The Center has
converted Stowe's home into a museum
that offers educational programs and has
a library that includes many letters that
Stowe wrote to her husband Calvin Ellis
Stowe. Wesleyan Professor Lois Brown
and Rapley participated in the panel discussion. Brown and Hedrick will present
a Common Hour lecture on March 7 at
Trinity on women's abolition. The panel
discussion started with the host asking a
question of each panelist and then
opened questions to the audience that
consisted of approximately 300 people.
Hedrick's fascination with Stowe is
certainly not a random one. In the 20th
century, Stowe's reputation and status
was lower than it was1n<the 19th centu-

ry and Hedrick wondered what caused
that difference. According to Hedrick,
19th century female writers were underwritten and she wanted to see and appreciate Stowe in her own time. Her decision
to write a biography on Stowe was to
place Stowe in a literary context that
presented her more accurately than in
the 20th century. Modernists of the 20th
century viewed Stowe's work as not good
art, instead of viewing her writing as a
tool for social and political purposes;
Hedrick uses her biography to show how
women, and in particular Stowe, used
writing as a channel to express themselves, as they did not have the right to
vote.
Hedrick notes that writing a biography is not for the faint-hearted, as it took
her 10 years to complete her biography. A
biographer must have plenty of patience
in order to both sort through hundreds of
pages and archives, and write hundreds
of pages. For Hedrick, she loved the
process of figuring out how to keep a narrative going and balancing having a literary form and argument and analysis.
There must be something keeping her
at Trinity as Professor Hedrick has
taught at Trinity for 32 years. While she
is currently on sabbatical, Hedrick will
return this fall to be the director of the
Women, Gender and Studies department. She teaches ''Drink and Disorder
in America", ''Introduction to Women,
Gender and Sexuality", "Western
Feminist Thought", and "Women in
America." At-Trinity, edrick likes how

J TOWE

COURTESY OF harrietbeecherstowecenter.org
Professor Hedrick's book has won a Pulitzer Prize.

"one's research energizes one's teaching
and vice versa." Trinity's collaborative
e·nvironment between departments and
faculty also appeals to Hedrick. Hedrick's
advice for students with big dreams and
goals is to ''know what you want, have
patience and focus your goals. Have a
combination of practicality and focused
goals."
Currently, Hedrick is working on an
article on the connection between Stowe
and the Holiness Movement in Methodism
and how Stowe was influenced.

Trendy Trinity: La Matera Belts showcase South American style
JACKIE SANDERS '14
STAFF WRITER

In July 2011, Alex Stroud '13
launched an Argentinean-inspired belt
company with his brother that has grown
into a multi-accessory high end brand.
Stroud's company, La Matera, is perfect
for Trinity students. The belts come in a
variety of colors and each one has an
individual look. If described in one word,
La Matera would be "tribal."
Stroud first found inspiration for his
belts when he travelled to Argentina in
2008. After his sophomore year at Trinity,
Stroud went back to Argentina to work
on a ranch about 18 hours south of
Buenos Aires. Alone on the ranch with
plenty of time to think, Stroud began to
realize he should bring Argentinean style
back home. He believed that if he
improved the quality and design of belts
already sold in Argentina, he could successfully sell them in America where they
are not available.
Soon after, he proposed this idea to
the guachos working on the ranch. These
South Americans had been making belt
patterns for hundreds of years and didn't
understand the large amount of potential
at first. However, intrigued by an enthusiastic American telling them their product would be profitable up north, they sat
down and began brainstorming. Stroud
and his companions decided on the name
''La Matera" because it represented the
roots of where their ideas began: in a
room on old Argentine farms where
workers sat around a fire, drinking their
traditional Mate tea.
Stroud connected with his older
brother Brook, a recent University of

Richmond graduate, who immediately
loved the idea. Stroud argues that it's
crucial to go into business with someone
you trust, are very close with, but most
importantly share a similar vision with.
He then worked on the project throughout his entire junior year at Trinity. At
one point, he flew down to Argentina to
meet with fabric suppliers and potential
manufacturers. While Stroud initially
tried having the belts manufactured in
Buenos Aires, he had difficulty reaching
the high end quality that both boys envisioned. They then switched to their current location, partnering with a leatherworks shop in New England. The belts
can be worn for almost all occasions.
However, since the patterned belts
already draw attention, shirts with a lot
of activity can somewhat muddle their
elegance.
Currently, La Matera has one fulltime employee who works at their
Brooklyn office. They have 12 sales representatives at different schools, including three at Trinity, Thad Reycraft '14,
Chris Naidu '13 and Alex Harvey '14.
Stroud also hired Antonio Diaz '12, a
Trinity graduate and former squash player, as a translator to work With their fabric manufacturer in Buenos Aires.
La Matera sells hats and shirts in
addition to belts. By the end of the
month, new wallets made in Italy will
also be up on their website as well. Their
products appeal to men and women of all
ages. As with any high end luxury accessory, their sales mostly stem from an
older demographic. New York City and
New England draw the most clientele,
but they're working on greater Southern
exposure as well. Sales have been phe-

nomenal since the launch, especially
around the holiday season. Stroud's
friends at Trinity have been particularly
supportive. 'lb get the word out, Stroud
puts an emphasis on online blogging and
social media. He suggests writing to a
blog, sending them a free product- and
maybe charming them with a bottle of
whiskey too.
In the future, Stroud hopes to keep La
Matera different from other accessory
brands. Very few high end companies try
to include as much humor and personality as Stroud does. Co-founding La
Matera has been an incredible experience that will prove invaluable. He
explains, "it was an extremely hard
learning process. We had to learn how to

manage products being made and
imported from five different countries
around the world. The manufacturing
business is not like the tech industry. You
can't just have an idea, move to Silicon
Valley and easily arrive at the mecca of
eager tech workers ... Ask and take advice
from any person you can."
Be sure to check out www.lamaterashop.com to see these unique and
sophisticated belts, and check in again at
the end of February for their new wallets.
Also, be sure to follow their company on
Instagram at username @la_matera.
Each month, Stroud holds a photo contest on both Instagram and Facebook
where the winner receives a free belt! See
website for details.

COURTESY OF: Jackie Sanders '14
Founder Alex Stroud '13 (center) stands with a few Trinity sales representatives and company translator.
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Food Dudes: Sweet Frog redeems inauthentic Gyro Palace fare
AMANDA KEYKO '14 &

CHRISTINA MITROPOULOS '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

After spending this past summer
together in Greece, we were overly
excited to find what we thought to be
an authentic Greek restaurant in the
Hartford area. Because Christina
spends every summer in Athens with
her family, she was going to be a
tough critic on this West Hartford
establishment. Having sampled a
medley of gyros from local spots in
both Athens and Corinth, we were
self-proclaimed gyro connoisseurs.
We walked into Gyro Palace on a
Sunday night anxious for a taste of
Greece. We expected to find a familyowned
restaurant
with
Mediterranean style interior. Instead,
as we walked through the doors, we
were engulfed by an eclectic decor and
outdated techno music blaring from
the speakers. The walls were painted
an uninviting red, which were in
stark contrast to the shimmery gold
pleather chairs. This setting clearly
did not bring us to our favorite gyro
place on the beach in Corinth.
Everything from the neon digital
clock to the random works of "art" on
the walls brought us further and further away from our local gyro
hotspots.
Our next disappointment came in
the form of the chalkboard menu
above the counter. The selection for
gyros was limited to chicken and beef.
Christina's yiayia (grandmother)
would be thoroughly disappointed no
lamb? As our eyes continued to wander, the menu got more bizarre. Gyro
Palace served everything from a
Waldorf salad to a Bacon Cheddar

Ranch Panini to a fajita burrito. What
Greek restaurant serves burritos?
Still hopeful for an authentic Greek
meal, we ordered the chicken gyro,
the Arabian falafel wrap, and a Greek
salad to share. There was one young
girl working the register and preparing the food, reminiscent of waiting in
line at the Cave for lunch. There were
only two other tables of diners in the
restaurant an older couple sitting in
the back and a family with two young
children by the entrance.
After waiting 20 minutes for our
"freshly-prepared" meal, we carried
our food on a dinky red cafeteria tray
to our table. No silverware was provided for us. We had the fine dining
experience of eating off plastic plates
and silverware and sipping from
Styrofoam cups. We hesitantly peeled
away the tin foil to come face to face
with our food. We started with

Arabian falafel wrap. The wrap was
filled with falafel, hummus, "tzatziki",
Romaine lettuce, feta cheese, cucum bers, olives, and tomatoes. The falafel
itself was decent enough, probably
because the combo sauces (recommended by our chashier) masked the
bland taste. The feta was by no means
authentic. The amount of lettuce in
the wrap was overwhelming, taking
away from the overall taste of the
wrap. The chicken gyro (if you want to
even call it that) was an even bigger
disappointment. While the chicken
was cooked on a classic gyro vertical
skewer, it completely lacked flavor.
The gyro was stuffed with lettuce,
onions, tomatoes, red peppers, cucum bers, and yet again the "tzatziki" in
an unseasoned pita. We barely finished the dish. We both looked at each
other and knew that this was not even
close in flavor and taste to our beloved

COURTESY OF Amanda Keyko '14
Gyro Palace's chicken gyro was poorly prepared.

COURTESY OF Amanda Keyko '14
Sweet Frog Froyo offers a wide-variety of flavors.

gyros and feta fries from the gyro spot
by Christina's yiayia's house. We cautiously moved onto our Greek salad.
The salad, consisting of Romaine lettuce, cucumbers, olives, green peppers, red onion, feta cheese, and
"Greek dressing," was the only plate
served in ceramic dishware. The salad
was a far cry from the Greek salads
served to us at the local taverna in the
village we worked in. Thoroughly disappointed, we couldn't bring ourselves
to even finish the food before us.
We looked around to notice our allin·one Gyro palace employee had disappeared. Had we even wanted to
sample some other dishes, we would
have probably been left to prepare
them ourselves. We left Gyro Palace
feeling completely unsatisfied. Still
hungry, we ventured a few storefronts
down to the new West Harford frozen
yogurt spot, Sweet Frog. The vibe was
girly, cute, and upbeat in great contrast to our previous setting. There
were endless flavors ranging from
original tart and cake batter to Maple
Bacon donut. The selection of toppings was overwhelming. You could
choose anything from fresh fruit to
Pop tarts to mini donuts. Christina
settled for a mix of cake batter, pecan
praline, and chocolate, while Amanda
got duke de leche. Although the addons looked tempting, Christina opted
out on toppings. Amanda went for
mini chocolate chips, whipped cream,
and crumbled graham crackers.
Sweet Frog is sure to be a Trinity
favorite, especially as we move closer
to spring weather. Next time you are
in West Hartford, skip out on Gyro
Palace and definitely make your ay
to Sweet frog for a sweet treat.

Fullbridge Program: Two Trinity students share their experiences
OLIVIA FRENCH '14
HENRY MOOREHEAD '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Olivia: As a senior with graduation
fast approaching, my experience in the
Business Immersion Track of The
Fullbridge Program this past January
proved to be invaluable in shaping my
future. Fullbridge is an intensive 16-day
boot camp that is well worth the learning
experience that helped me to improve
upon the skills necessary to excel in any
profession. Not only did I learn how to
perfect my time management skills, how
to give an effective oral presentation, and
how to perform business analyses, learning to work in a team-focused environment was the most beneficial take-away
for me.

COURTESY OF www.fullbridge.com
The Fullbridge program is a 16-day boot camp.

Fullbridge does a great job of simulating the real challenges of a workplace.
Everyday we were assigned deliverables,
to be completed among our teams, which
ultimately built up to a final presentation. Because these tasks were often due
under tight deadlines and required outside research, they really pushed me to
learn how to collaborate with my team
and best apply my strongest skills to get

everything done on time. After completing the final team project, I acquired
hands on skills and applications and felt
very well prepared for the transition into
a team-focused business environment.
I can't speak highly enough about the
Fullbridge team. As top executives and
professors from elite business schools,
they all have a vast amount of experience
in the field of business that they are more
than willing to share. It was great to
hear about all of their different paths to
success and reassuring to discover that
even they had their little missteps along
the way. Communicating with the team
made the uncertainty about the future
much more exciting and a little less
daunting. In addition to their experience
and success, everyone at Fullbridge is so
friendly, encouraging, and enthusiastic
about working with us. They created a
very warm learning environment, which
made it that much easier to get moving
every day. Open lines of communication
are encouraged, even beyond the program. I feel more than comfortable
reaching out to anyone at Fullbridge with
any questions I may have about my
career in the future.
The Fullbridge Program also helped
me to identify a career vision for myself.
They helped me to narrow down the vast,
ever-changing world of global business
and point me in the right direction
towards a career that combines my interests with my strongest skills. Also, it's a
great opportunity to perfect your resume,
cover letters, and interviewing and networking skills, which is always helpful.
Overall, I had a great experience at
Fullbridge and would highly recommend
it!

Henry: I first heard about the
Fullbridge program right on Trinity's
campus. Last year during my sophomore spring semester, The Fullbridge
Program visited campus, hosted by the
Career Development Center. Reading
the brief description through the school·
wide
email
that
the
Career
Development Center sent out, I thought
to myself, ''Why not give it a shot and
see what this is all about?" I was
already scrambling to try and figure out
what to do over the summer, so I
thought this might be helpful. It was.
More than I can explain.
After attending the event, I was
astonished by the amazing life stories of
Candice and Peter Olson, the founders
and co-CEO's of the program. The most
amazing part about it was hearing
about their unconventional path to success and their ultimate advice of following your passion and not being afraid to
throw yourself into different opportunities.
Like Olivia, I completed the Business
Immersion Track last June in Boston. I
lived with 16 other college students from
around the country and each morning
we would wake up and begin our workday. Essentially there were two sessions, one in the morning from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. and then another from 2 pm-6
p.m. The whole program was based on a
simulated work environment in which
each student is treated like a young professional and must complete the projects
and turn in deliverables before the deadlines at the end of each session.
Given that much of the work we did
was both individual and team based
assignments, we were presented with a

wealth of information. One very practical skill that I learned through my
Fullbridge experience was how to take
large amounts of information and synthesize it down in order to submit a
quality product by the deadline.
You are probably asking yourself
right now, what is this program really
about? Well, I can tell you from experience that Fullbridge has not only opened
the gates for me on Trinity's campus
academically, but it has also opened up a
great professional network. Last summer I learned a great deal about what it
is really like to work under pressing
deadlines in a business environment
and collaborate with students to attack
real world problems. If you would like to
learn more about the program go to
http://www.fullbridge.com/program or
feel free to reach out to me or Olivia. The
next application deadline is Monday,
March 4.

www.manhattan.blockshopper.com
Olson and his wife are co-CEOs of the Program.
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Associate Professor of History at BU delivers lecture on Beirut
DUNCAN GRIMM '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Thursday, Feb. 14, at the Smith
House, Associate Professor of History at
Boston University, Betty Anderson '87,
delivered a well-attended lecture on
Beirut, Lebanon's capital city. It is also
Lebanon's largest port and responsible
for much of the goods that pass in and
out of the country. The role of education
in this extraordinary urban growth is
not lost on Professor Anderson and is
addressed in her 2011 book "The
American University of Beirut: Arab
Nationalism and Liberal Education."
Initially seeking to uncover how stu dents of AUB became politicized,
Anderson soon discovered that the story
of the University lay in Protestant missionary tradition and international
intrigue between European nations and
the Ottoman Empire.
Beirut has been rebuilt significantly
since the nearly 16 year Lebanese civil
war (1975-1990) which left downtown
Beirut bleak and deserted. The rebuilding program has put Lebanon into enormous debt, but the city is no longer the
ghost town it was in the years after the
war, and has once again become a thriving port and educational powerhouse,
just as it was at the turn of the century.
Because of education, the city had a
unique vibe separate from surrounding
cities, and has since recovered this
aspect of its character.
This vibe has its roots in the forming
of both Beirut's educational and economic bases in the 19th century. To put
the growth in perspective, in 1800 the
city was home to 6,000 people, while in

1900 the population had reached
120,000. Part of this shift was economic. First the French wanted to be able to
extract the raw materials out of the
Middle East, notably cotton and silk.
Between the 1820s and 1840s, they constructed factories and invested in
Mulberry trees.
By the 1850s however, native
Lebanese began to involve themselves
in this new economy, and the combined
activity of the French and native
Lebanese increased trade to such a
degree that a better port was needed.
The French endeavored to improve the
port facilities over the second half of the
1800s, and it is here where education
comes in, for it was in Beirut that
Christian missionaries and their
schools collected.
The fundamental shift however
began in 1820 with the arrival of missionaries from the American Board in
Boston. Knowing nothing about the
region except from their Bible studies,
they targeted "nominal" Christians, or
those of non-Protestant denominations,
hoping to peak Muslims' interests.
Initially having no conception of local
culture or even Arabic, the first missionaries were divorced from the local system. Most importantly, they did not
understand that within the Ottoman
Empire one was legally defined by their
religious sect (taxes, laws, etc.). There
were no provisions for Protestants
under Ottoman law. If an individual
were to convert, they would be de jure a
nonentity.
The American missionaries instead
found individuals were more inclined
toward intellectual conversation and

debate rather than conversion, and so
they invested in free missionary schools
promoting education. They started by
creating coeducational elementary
schools and later high schools, shifting
the balance of power in Lebanese society, most notably in the silk trade. The
lower classes and poor, seeking to
improve their lives and involve themselves in the lucrative economy, could
learn a foreign language such as
English, German, or Italian, and
acquire a job at a European consulate
and become involved on many levels of
relationships between foreign traders
and local merchants. The poorer classes now saw themselves empowered with
a rising income to buy their way into the
local silk trade, increasing the economic
activity and the capacity of the port, and
in time saw goods from neighboring
areas like Syria passing through Beirut.
A growing prosperous economy, propelled by education, encouraged investment in modern infrastructure such as
railways and highways.
This new interest in schools led to
the 1866 founding of the Syrian
Protestant College, renamed the
American University of Beirut in 1920.
According to Andersen, its fo u nders
including Daniel Bliss sought to estab lish a school instilled with the traditional values of an American liberal arts
education, bringing a westernized education to the Middle East. Essentially,
Bliss and his colleagues sought to transplant the college model from New
England, bringing it in full force to
Beirut, their ideals stemming from the
original missionaries in the 1820s. A
strict adherence throughout the twenti-

eth century to a western-style curriculum has precipitated many student
protests in favor of adapting the educational style to accommodate a greater
consciousness of the city where the university is located.
These student protests during the
1960s dissipated with the Lebanese
Civil War, but in 1998-99 during reconstruction, provided the foundation for
the reassessment of AUB's traditional
values. Today, there is a healthy combination on the university campus
between an American liberal arts edu cation and a curriculum conscious of
Middle Eastern proclivities. AUB
remains a powerhouse and beacon of
higher education in the Mediterranean
world, thanks to the efforts of Daniel
Bliss, student protestors, and progressive thinkers leading Beirut into the
21st century.

COURTESY OF www.people.bu.edu
Anderson's book is a lead ing source on Beirut.

·vagina'Monologues seeks to raise ·awareness for women's rights
HANNAH HOLLAND '15
STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday, Trinity College staged
a production of The Vagina Monologues
starring students and faculty members.
The Vagina Monologues, an episodic play
composed of numerous monologues centered on certain aspects of the feminine
experience, drew a substantial crowd.
The monologues consist of interviews conducted by women from all different walks
of life and situations.
The discussions concentrate on matters of sex, menstruation, rape, genital
mutilation, and orgasm, among other
things. The dialogues run the gamut
between immensely tragic and touching
and funny, while always portraying the
vagina in a positive light. "The
Monologues" honors the vagina as the
embodiment of the individuality of the
feminine spirit and as a means to implement and engender female empowerment.
Among the more humorous monologues included "My Angry Vagina," in
which a woman rants, in turn, about the
grievances against her vagina, including
tampons, douches and the OBGYN.
Another monologue, "The Little
Coochie Snorcher That Could," focuses on
a woman's traumatic memories of her
childhood and the sexual experiences of
her older years. The sexual experiences in
her older years are self-described as ''positive healing," which sparked controversy
due to the nature of the sex.
''My Vagina Was My Village" describes
the atrocities committed against women
in Bosnian rape camps. This particular
aspect of the monologues was tragic. It
sparked unease amongst the crowd due to
its disturbing reality and horrific content.

''Because He Liked to Look At It," centers around a woman's feminine awakening. The monologue begins elaborately
explain the woman's dislike and discomfort with her vagina. Eventually, her view
on her vagina shifts because she meets a
man who liked to stare at her.
''The Woman Who Loved to Make
Vaginas Happy," describes a female sex
worker's career. This skit draws to a close
with a humorous vocal demonstration of
different types of orgasms.
The proceeds from Trinity's production benefited One Billion Rising, a cornerstone of the V-Day movement. The VDay movement takes place worldwide,
generally on Valentine's Day, to benefit
woman shelters, rape crisis centers, and
lesbian resources.
As the play drew to a close, the lights
dimmed and a short movie began to play,
courtesy of One Billion Rising. It showed
women of varying race, taking a stand
against female violence and rape. Women
around the globe partook in demonstrations, such as the "Vagina Monologues"
performed at Trinity, to contest violence
against woman. One Billion Strong, the
15th Anniversary of V-Day, invited
woman to ''walk out, dance, rise up and
demand an end to [violence]". One Billion
Rising centers around the idea that "one
billion woman violated is an atrocity'',
whereas, "one billion women dancing is a
revolution."
Domestic violence, atrocities against
woman, and female self-loathing are
prevalent issues within society and the
world in general that desperately need to
be addressed. ''The Vagina Monologues"
serve to both combat these problems as
well as to empower females. ''The Vagina
Monologues" gives a voice to woman that
is feminine but also entirely human.

Students performed The Vagina Monologues

to

COURTESY OF Will Morrison '14
raise awareness about domestic abuse against women.

CALLING ALL FIRST-YEARS:
SUBMIT TO THE FIRST-YEAR
PAPERS!
WE WANT: YOUR OUTSTANDING WRITTEN AND VISUAL
WORK PRODUCED FORA FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR, GUIDED
STUDIES, INTER-ARTS. ISP, OR CITIES CLASS
TO SUBMIT: Go to the portal and click on FYP submissions
or go to http://www.trincoll.edu/fypsubmissions

Submission Deadline FEBRUARY 28
QUESTIONS: E-MAIL Dania.Field@trincoll.edu
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Trinity/La Mama Program a unique opportunity for students
continued from page 1

She has also been on television appearances such as "Law
and Order" and HBO mini
series "Windy Acres." Ms Kiley
is the founder of Vermont
Actors' Workshop where she
taught acting, directed and
developed original scripts. She
also spent time as a psychothreapist, receiving her
Masters
in
Counseling
Psychology. She has designed
and hosted conferences on
"Creativity in the Clinical
Setting" and
"Creativity,
Process and Form".
Ms. Kiley came to New York
City when she was 19 and set-

tled in at HB Studio in West
Village under the tutelage of
Uta Hagen. Hagen, a threetime recipient of the Tony
Award, is a renonwed actress
who was inducted into the
American Theatre Hall of
Fame in 1981. Ms. Kiley
describes Hagen as a mentor
that had a profound influence
on her life. She had known she
wanted to act since she was a
young girl, especially after
watching British actress Haley
Mills. Her apprenticeship with
a Shakespeare Company at
age 15 further encouraged her
to pursue a career in acting.
She remarked that being in
that environment sparked her

interest and allowed her to
appreciate and fall in love with
the field, an experience she
says is vital for any young
artist to go through. When she
arrived in New York City, she
was not fortunate to enter any
programs such as Trinity/La
Mama that would have been
able to develop her specialized
interest in acting rather than
the broader field of performance arts, which incorporates
theater and dance. She attributed her success in the field to
and

''t

ideas and personas." She also
remarked that one is never
done studying the practice of
acting. "It's a study of yourself
and so it incorporates new
experiences that you go
through as you get older."
She points out that the
Trinity/La Mama program
''helps clarify your direction in
life" for any student looking to
find out more about themselves and the direction they
want to steer themselves
towards. It helps decide
whether or not performance
art is right for you or affirm
your interest for it. Though
she has been blessed with a
successful career as an actress

and is one of the most prominent instructors in the Trinity/
La Mama program, Ms. Kiley
said she wished she had an
opportunity to join a program
like this one when she first
started out her career. The
incredible support system that
it offers students looking to
find their way in this field bolsters their chances to succeed
immensly.
If you are interested in this
program, please fee free to con tact
Michael
Burke
(Michael.Burke@trincoll.edu),t
he program director or Judy
Dworin (Judy. Dworin@trin coll.edu) of the Theater and
Dance Department.

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
La MaMa is a massive, experimental theater club which puts on hundreds of shows every year and features performers from dozens of countries. It was founded in 1961 by Ellen Stewart who wanted to help artists articulate their messages.

Predictions for the Upcoming 2013 Academy Awards ceremony
URSULA PETERSEN '15
STAFF WRITER

Every February, I find
myself eagerly awaiting the
Oscars ceremony. Who doesn't? It's a night of glamour and
entertainment, and a perfect
excuse to procrastinate. This
year is no exception. The
Oscars are next Sunday, and
in preparation, I've formed my
predictions for the winners of
the night.

Believe me, I'm not a fan of
musicals myself, but Anne
Hathaway's portrayal of the
golden-hearted
prostitute,
Fantine, was incredible. Sure,
she wasn't even on screen for
half of the movie, but keep in
mind that Viola Davis was
nominated for this same
award back in 2009, and she
was onscreen for less than 15
minutes. Besides, Anne is an
Oscar darling, a favorite of
sorts; she hosted the ceremony
m 2011 and was previously
nominated for her perform ance m "Rachel Getting
Married."

been nominated only two
times in the past two years.
Really, whom did he piss off to
keep getting snubbed the way
he has?
Best Actor in a Leading
Role:
Daniel Day- Lewis
(Lincoln)
or
Bradley Cooper
(Silver Linings Playbook)

Best Actor in a
Supporting Role:
No one

COURTESY OF www.digitalspy.com
Hathaway played Fantine in "Les Miserables"

Best Actress in a
Supporting Role:
Anne Hathaway
(Les Miserables)
If you haven't seen Les
Miserables, you probably will
puzzle over this choice of
mine. I mean, a musical?

Here's the thing: I'm bitter.
I'm still too upset that
Leonardo DiCaprio wasn't
nominated for his role as the
slave-owning villain Calvin
Candie
m
"Django
Unchained." During the filming
of the
production,
DiCaprio actually cut his
hand open on a shard of glass
and kept filming the scene,
going so far as to actually rub
his own blood on the face of a
co-star (Kerry Washington) .
Of course, once the scene
ended,
the
whole crew
applauded him and then he
was taken to the hospital to
have stitches. But let's be real,
that
is
dedication.
Furthermore, DiCaprio has

and pensive throughout the
film, a method actor in the
truest sense of the world. DayLewis has also been previously nominated for Academy
Awards, and has won twice,
most recently for his role in
"There Will Be Blood."
Day-Lewis is up against
some extremely talented
actors, but the only competition I find comparable is
Bradley Cooper's performance
in "Silver Linings Playbook."
Cooper's
character,
Pat
Solitano, is the complete oppo·
site of the quietly powerful
Lincoln. Cooper portrays a
man suffering from bipolar
disorder and is prone to angry,
sometimes violent outbursts
that are sometimes entertain·
ing and sometimes just heartbreaking. However, I still
believe that Day- Lewis will
come out on top, seeing as
some people will always
remember Bradley Cooper as
the guy from "The Hangover."

charmed by Lawrence's performance. Generally, I don't
like romantic comedies, nor
find them worthy of Academy
Award
nominations,
but
Lawrence's role as Tiffany
absolutely changed my views.
If you haven't seen the film
yet, try to watch the clip of
Tiffany when she berates Pat
(Cooper) in a diner. She's foulmouthed, angry, and absolutely brilliant.
And though I doubt it will
sweep any awards this year be
sure to check out Beasts of
The Southern Wild. Let's take
a moment to indulge in some
support for the director, Benh
Zeitlin, an alum from our
NESCAC neighbor, Wesleyan.

COURTESY OF www.theweek.om
Day-Lewis was the mirror image of Lincoln.

I think the Academy is feeling extra patriotic this year,
given the nominations of "Zero
Dark Thirty" and "Lincoln."
And indeed, watching Lincoln
gave new breath to our six·
teenth President. Daniel DayLewis plays the titular charac·
ter, if you can even say he
"plays" President Lincoln. He
doesn't just play Lincoln,
Daniel Day· Lewis is Lincoln.
He's reserved and soft-spoken

Best Actress in a
Leading Role:
Jennifer Lawrence
(Silver Linings Playbook)
Jennifer Lawrence is, with out a doubt, one of the most
talented actresses of our age.
In fact, she's one of the only
actresses who can play a
depressed, neurotic, oversexed young widow and make
her completely likeable. The
whole film I found myself

COU RTESY OF www.fa npop.co m
Lawrence was also in "The Hunger Games."
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Trinity College Dance Company looks to make mark on campus
OLIVER ROTHMANN 116
STAFF WRITER

Many people are not aware of the
Trinity College Dance Company or the
wonderful dancers that make up this
talented group. They are dedicated and
passionate about bringing the art of
dance to Trinity's campus. As their
mission statement says, "The purpose
of the Trinity College Dance Company
is to bring more performance opportunities to dancers on campus and more
viewing opportunities to the campus
community. We strive to maintain,
diversify, and improve technique, in
addition to giving our dancers the ability to choreograph for a variety of
shows. Our performances are open to
the entire Trinity Community, and
through them, we attempt to spread
the beauty of dance and show our audience the dedication that goes into putting together a show."
This semester the Trinity College
Dance Company consists of nine members ranging from first-year students
to seniors. The group is led by co-presidents, Kiara Brereton '13 and Chelsea
Sullivan '13. The other members of the
dance company are: Nikki Cella '13,
Jynette DeMarco '13, Samantha
Montalbano '13, Jenna McNicholas '14,
Carolyn
Meighan
'14,
Brooke
Moschetto '15, Julia Callahan '16,
Madeleine Kim '16, Grace Kurth '16,
Hunter Lindquist '16, and Mary Iris

•

Loncto '16. The group is open to all students. They hold auditions at the
beginning of every semester. In an
interview with senior co-president,
Kiara Brereton, she comments on the
background of the dancers in the
group, "We're a pretty diverse group
when it comes to dance backgrounds,
but it's best for each member to adapt
to different styles." She continues by
saying that when auditioning, dance
experience is a plus.
The group works hard, practicing
three times a week in the Trinity
Commons Studios. Their routines focus
on the origins of the lyrical, jazz, tap,
and hip-hop dance styles. During most
practices, every member of the dance
company will contribute to the choreography of each number. In some
instances one member who is specialized in a certain dance style will take
over the task of teaching the moves for
the particular dance.
Many of you have seen the women
of the Trinity College Dance Company
perform at our basketball games or at
other venues around campus. For the
most part the dance company performs
on the Trinity College Campus. In the
past they have performed at the annual Relay For Life fundraiser, the Mill,
and the international show for the
Hartford Magnet Trinity College
Academy middle school students.
However, in addition to on campus
performances, this year the dance

group will be guest performing off campus at DancEnlight's benefit concert,
which is a Hartford based company run
by Trinity's own ballet professor,
Lorelei Chang.
Also each year The Trinity College
Dance Company hosts a dance performance. This will be their sixth year
performing the show entitled, "Musical
Accompaniment." It will be on Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 22 and 23 in the
Trinity Commons Performance Lab at
7:30 p.m. The Trinity College Dance
Company puts in several hours of dedicated work a week in order to create

original and visually fascinating dance
routines to entertain their audiences.
The "Musical Accompaniment" routine
will be sure to impress the audience.
So if you have some time on Friday or
Saturday night this weekend, head
over to the Trinity Commons
Performance Lab and watch Trinity's
best dancers put on their biggest performance of the year.
For more information about the
Trinity College Dance Company feel
free to visit at their website http://trinitydanceco.weebly.com/index.html or
like them on their Facebook page.

_,

COURTESY OF www.youtube.com/user/trincoll
The Trinity College Dance Company aims to highlight all of the creative possibilities which arise through dance .
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"The Lives of Others" leaves students with a message of hope
SAMIA KEMAL '14
STAFF WRITER

Amidst the annual "Casablanca"
marathon and all the cloyingly romantic
air that saturated this year's Valentine's
week, a quiet force of nature from
Germany called ''The Lives of Others"
seemed exceptionally out of place. The
film's main purpose in being shown was
as part of the curriculum of a Trinity film
class. However, since the days leading up
to this year's Academy Awards are so
numbered, perhaps some thoughtful
reflection on the winners of the past was
a fitting endeavor.
As the seemingly unassuming feature
film debut of German director Florian
Henckel von Donnersmarck, ''The Lives
of Others" turned heads in 2007 when it
stormed the Academy Awards and
snagged the Oscar for "Best Foreign
Language Film of the Year'' (triumphing
over the tour de force and anticipated
winner that was Guillermo del Toro's
''Pan's Labyrinth.") Donnersmarck made
his mark in history on that day, for I
believe it would be hard pressed to find a
more stunning and more heartrending
directorial debut than the one he so skillfully brought to life.
In the film we are taken back over the
Berlin Wall to the year 1984 in the
German Democratic Republic (East
Germany); a time when Germany's totalitarian past was at its forefront and privacy and free speech were swept aside
into the shadows. At this time the Stasi
(a group of secret police employed as a
result of a vast domestic intelligence
effort) defined their omnipresent mission

in one severe phrase: "To Know
Everything''.
We are first introduced to a renowned
interrogator and high-ranking employee
of the Stasi named Captain Gerd Weisler
(Ulrich Miihe) who is assigned to bug and
spy on the apartment of an up-and-coming playwright named Georg Dreyman
(Sebastian Koch) and his aspiring actress
girlfriend, Christa Maria Sieland
(Martina Gedeck). The Stasi first take an
interest in Dreyman as a result of his rising international recognition and his
widely known pro-communist views. In
addition, the Minister of Culture fuels
the effort and is particularly invested in
the surveillance of the apartment due to
his involvement in an affair with
Sieland.
As an audience, we assume the same
position that Weisler does when he listens in on Dreyman and Sieland's every
move. We go from simple observers of
their lives to a position in which we feel
overly responsible for acquiring certain
perilous knowledge regarding their
doings.
However, ''The Lives of Others" challenges our expectations as moviegoers by
shifting the predicted focus away from
the lives of both Dreyman and Sieland,
and subtly placing our attention on
Wiesler. Weisler steadily transforms into
an encouraging presence throughout the
film, a transition made so delicately that
we are almost unaware of it happening.
It becomes easy to express a sense of solidarity towards his character because we
too would like to feel separate from the
circumstances that transpire between
"the lives of others," but we find that

with each bugged word that he eavesdrops, it becomes harder and harder for
him to take himself out of the equation.
With all characters set in motion, a
delicate brewing of chaos is born and
stirs deeply beneath the surface before
rearing its ugly head in one, single, climactic moment. ''The Lives of Others"
not only takes us by the hand and guides
us through many poignant interactions,
but it also flips us upside down and forces
us to question what it truly means to be
"good" or ''bad," and whether such arbitrary categories actually exist.
There is not much that can be said
about ''The Lives of Others," and certainly not much that can be critiqued.
Though there are many movies that for
whatever reason attach themselves to
our souls, it's rare to find a film that actually renders you speechless. As the final
frame of the movie froze, I felt a sense of
catharsis so piercing that the only way to
encapsulate what I had just experienced
was to simply say nothing at all.

Even with a well-deserved Oscar in
hand, "The Lives of Others" manages to
accomplish something much more than
the award entails. Our minds become
small and malleable within its clutches
and it shows no mercy when toying with
our sentiments. We oscillate wildly
between chilling moments of dark ecstasy and agonizing moments of crushing
melancholy. However, when all is said
and done, the element that truly establishes "The Lives of Others" as a masterpiece is the sense of pure remorse and
waste that lies at the heart of its foundation, juxtaposed with the ever so faint
glimmer of hope that we are left with.
This little molecule of hope reminds
us that at there is a certain element of
humanity that is constant and unchanging within each of us, and although we
have the privy to experience our differences every day, it is the moments when
we experience our similarities as
humans that sustain our essence even as
the turning world transforms.

COURTESY OF www.allmovie.com
"The Lives of Others" is a 2006 German-thriller centered around the culture of East Germany in 1984.

Electro-Carnival brings a touch of Caribbean culture to The Mill
POOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
STAFF WRITER

CONSUELO PEDRO '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While carnival season is an event
that a majority of the Trinity population may not be familiar with, it is one
of the most anticipated seasons for citizens of the Caribbean Islands. Last
Friday, The Mill hosted 'ElectroCarnival', a cross-over party combining
electronic music with Trinidad's native
music, Soca. The idea was conceptualized by Xonana Scrubb '14, secretary
of the Caribbean Students Association
as a way to introduce the festival to
students at Trinity. As a popular genre
on campus, the electronic vibe of the
Soca music included everyone that
attended the electro-carnival in the
celebrations, making this an idyllic
way of bringing in the weekend. While
the event would have been even more
successful if more people had attended
it was truly something that those that
didn't attend missed out on.
One of the greatest things about
having a diverse campus is being able
to learn about and feel included in the
cultures of those representing various
nationalities. The Trinidad Carnival
(and its offspring versions which have
spread to almost every Caribbean territory) is a unique festival with unparalleled energy. It is a festival where
inhibition is stripped and the entire
island unites in celebration, 'letting go'
of negativity, stress and all divisions.
Carnival, which can be used as both a
noun and a verb, refers not only to the
two days of energetic street masquerade "mas", but is an entire season that
begins as soon as Christmas is over.
The Carnival season con~ists of
fetes (parties) on a weekly basis where
rhythmic dancing, jumping and drink-

ing in a spirit of camaraderie happen
in anticipation for the culmination on
Monday and Tuesday. For these two
days in the capital city and in many
neighborhoods and boroughs, masqueraders line the streets in costumes
of various themes and dance to the pulsating sounds of the indigenous music,
Soca (Soul and Calypso). Soca is a
musical form that combines the unique
sounds of all the different races (especially African and Indian beats) and
unites ethnic groups that live harmoniously in Trinidad. For the two days
of Carnival social norms cease to exist

and things that are usually socially
unacceptable are allowed in a spirit of
fun and revelry to "leh go" (let go). Men
and women from different neighborhoods and ethnic groups parade the
streets and cross the stage. Two days
everyone is a star with 48 hours to
strut their stuff and leave all their
troubles behind in every waistline
gyration. It is not surprising then that
so many of us can't compare our dance
moves to those of the islands. This
freeing, relaxing and joyous celebration can be felt in the rhythmic, energetic and happy sounds of soca music.

COURTESY OF www.repeatingislands.com

The Carnival festival is without a doubt the most anticipated event of the year in the Caribbean Islands.

The excitement is infectious and one
cannot listen to it without swinging
one's hips or tapping one's feet.
Perhaps it is the enticing nature of
their music that makes Caribbean people so happy and laid back. Within
their culture is an annual release and
purge of tension and negativity and a
chance to forget differences and party
together in the streets. All year
Trinidad and other islands wait impatiently for Carnival.
The Mill did a great job creating
this environment, as evident by the
fact that no one was left out on the
dance floor. The celebration came
across as very inclusive and free spirited. Conseolo Pedro '15, confirms "As a
Trinidadian and Caribbean citizen,
there is nothing that can compare to
the energy of Soca music and Carnival
and the release and happiness that
pulses during the Carnival season." In
addition, Ronald John '15 also
acknowledged that the "upbeat music
and dance styles truly bring out the
happiest feeling in everyone."
Despite the frigid February air that
night, the event was successful in
bringing out the powerful message
that the carnival represents: the unification of peoples of all walks of life to
celebrate life itself . Those that attended seemed to have a great time, and no
one left the event unsatisfied. At the
time of the semester, when work has
started to pick up, the electro carnival
was perfectly timed to diffuse the tension. Just like all Mill events, the
Electro-Carnival was a tremendous
"s uccess, providing both entertainment
and culture and with the Faculty lecture series, as well as other parties
(with· great music) and an art show,
lined up for the semester, there is a lot
to look forward to.
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High expectations heading into 2012-13 season for Men's Lacrosse
PETER PRENDERGAST '16

~

STAFF WRITER

This past week the members
of the Trinity College Men's
Lacrosse team took the field
under frigid conditions for their
first set of official team practices. Able to now practice
under the guidance of head
coach Michael Higgins, the
squad faced a packed weekend
of meetings, freezing cold practices, conditioning and lifts in
preparation for what looks to be
a strong season for the
Bantams. The team, consisting
of veteran upperclassmen,
freshman recruits, transfer
players and a handful of walkons, is looking to compete this
year with other solid teams, like
Tufts, who unfortunately ended
the team's 2012 season in the
second round of the NCAA tournament.
The over 50 man roster hosts
an array of talents, from returning players, transfers and new
young talent. Recruits from
around the country are eagerly
looking forward to proving
themselves as collegiate athletes in one of Division Ill's top
conferences. Returning Trinity
players are eager to compete
once again after falling short of
expectations last year. With the

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.com
Rob Nogueras '13 anchors a strong group of reruming players for the 2012-13 season.

departure of many key seniors
from the 2012 season, the team
is left with the job of filling roles
with incoming freshman, aspiring returners and even a couple
of transfers.
Goalie Peter
Johnson '12 graduated last year
and the Bantams have a variety
of talent to choose from to fill his
shoes. Returning goalies Derek
Koelsch '14 and Riley Cahill '15,
in addition to freshman recruit

Henry Coote '16 and Bucknelltransfer Mickey Zaverucha '15,
are all in the mix for the starting
goalie job. There is no doubt that
we will see any combination of
these four split time in the net
as the Bantams try and find
their groove to open the season.
The Bantams are returning
after a solid 2012 season, finishing with an overall record of 117 and a conference record of 7-3,

Shaheen '13 was placed on the
All-NEILA first-team.
The season begins on March
9 for the Bantams as they travel
to Skidmore for their first game.
The Bantams are looking to
avenge last year's disappointing
overtime
loss
to
the
Thoroughbreds to kick the season off on a strong note.
Following Skidmore, Trinity is
looking at their home opener
against the out of conference
Western New England on
March 12. However, the real
challenges do not come for
Trinity until March 30 and April
6, when the Bantams will face
the NESCACS strongest competitors: Tufts and Bowdoin.
Hoping to repeat last year's success, the Bantam's will need
wins over both teams in order to
remain among the highest
ranked in the conference.
However, this team is looking
for more than just key victories:
the real prize is the NESCAC
championship and a chance to
play in the NCAA Tournament.
With the dedication and hard
work of new and returning players alike, there is no doubt that
the Trinity Men's Lacrosse team
can not only dominate their division but compete with the best
of the nation's division III
lacrosse.

placing them in second place,
behind Tufts, in the NESCAC.
The squad remains to be one of
the strongest teams in the conference as they defeated top
competitors Tufts, Bowdoin and
Connecticut College last regular
season.
The 2012 Bantam
Lacrosse team's success carried
them all the way to the
NESCAC semi finals and the
second round of the NCAA tournament, where they lost to
Bowdoin and Tufts respectively.
They will look to build off last
season when they made their
first ever appearance in the
NCAA tournament.
Trinity enters the season
with high expectations. The
Bantams are ranked No. 12 in
InsideLacrosse.com's
PreSeason Face-Off Magazine
National Poll, No. 16 in the
Lacrosse Magazine Pre-Season
National Poll, and No. 18 in the
United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association National
Pre-Season Poll. In addition to
the team being recognized,
attackman Rob Nogueras '13
was named to the Face-Off PreSeason All-American Third
Team and the New England
Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association (NEILA) All-New
England
Second
Team.
Meanwhile, midfielder Nick

Undefeated men's squash
prepares for Nationals
continued from page 1
On Saturday, Feb. 16, the
squash team made the trip to
Princeton and played the
Tigers on their home Jadwin
Courts. Princeton, previously
ranked No. 1 until a blunder
against Cornell University,
beat Trinity last year in the
College Squash Association
(CSA)
National
Championship.
This time Trinity got the
upper hand. Trinity won all of
their bottom six matches. This
included 3-0 wins for Detter
'13,
Elshorafy
'16,
and
Hamada '15 . Junior Matt
Mackin
'14,
sophomore
Vrishab Koitan '15, and freshman Karan Malik '16 also won
their individual matches.
The final score was 6-3, in
favor of Trinity, and caused
Princeton to fall to 10-2 on the
season and down to the No . 4
ranking nationally. Trinity is

now the No. 1 seed heading
into
the
CSA
National
Championship Tournament,
which is being held at Yale
University's courts.
Now it is time for Trinity to
win the Potter Trophy, which
is awarded to the winner of the
CSA National Championship.
Last year Trinity regained the
No. 1 seed after beating
Princeton at the end of the regular season, only to lose to
them on their home courts at
Nationals. Will the same happen this year? Or will they lose
to Yale, which has home court
advantage at Nationals this
year?
Time will certainly tell, as
Nationals will take place this
upcoming weekend. Led by a
group of capable seniors,
Trinity seems poised to regain
their status as the elite of the
elite and take home their 14th
National Championship in the
last 15 years.
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Women's Squash in Howe Cup Finals, falls to Harvard 5-4
BART HARVEY '16
SENIOR EDITOR

The Trinity women's squash
team lost a thrilling match
against the Harvard Crimson
on Saturday in the College
Squash Association (Howe Cup)
Finals match at Yale University.
The matchup between the No. 1
positioned players, sophomore
Amanda Sobhy and Kanzy El
Defrawy '16, clinched the victory for the Crimson, 5-4. The
No.4-seeded Trinity squad was
unable to complete the upset
after appearing in their sixth
Howe Cup Final and first since
2006. The Bantams advanced to
the final after upsetting topseeded Princeton, which had
remained unbeaten until their
6-3 loss on Friday. Harvard finished the season 15-1 and captured its 14th national title.
The Crimson jumped out to
an early lead, winning its first
three matches, all in four sets.
Chanel Erasmus '15 lost her
match at the No. 9 position to
Megan Murray 2-11, 6-11, 1012, 3-11. Meanwhile, Trinity's
Natalie Babjukova '15 lost her
first and final match of the sea son to senior co-captain
Natasha Kingshott at the No. 6
position, 5-11, 10-12, 11-7, 7-11.
Wee Nee Low '14 dropped her
match 3-1, and was unable to
complete a late rally, losing 411, 8-11, 11-6, 8-11 to Haley

COURTESY OFwww.athletics.trincoll.edu.
Amanda Sobhy used the glass to her advantage as she took down Kanzy El Defrawy '16.

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Jennifer Pelletier '14 warms up before the opening match of the Howe Cup Final.

Mendez.
Down 3-0, Trinity's tri-captain, Catalina Pelaez '14,
brought some life to the Bantam
squad, besting 2009-2010 CSA
Singles National Champion
Laura Gemmell three games to
none in the No. 2 position.
Harvard freshman Saumya
Karki put the Crimson one win
away from a national championship by souring tri-captain
Robyn Hodges '13 final collegiate match, blanking her 5-11,
6-11, 9-11 in the No. 5 matchup.
Jennifer Pelltier '14 answered
with a sweep of her own, beating Julianne Chu in the No. 8

rounded out the last of the
matches, winning 3-0.
Despite not claiming the
national title, the Bantams
enjoyed a remarkable season,
finishing with a mark of 16-3
and winning all ten of their
home matches. The Bantams
will sorely miss the absence of
their lone senior, Robyn Hodges,
next season. Luckily, the 20122013 squad was bolstered by the
success of two freshmen, El
Defrawy and Balvani. The duo
will look to improve on their
impressive seasons after finishing with a combined record of
31-5, keeping in mind the fact

match to bring the total score to
4-2.
Trinity's Ashley Tidman '14
made quick work of Harvard
freshman Michelle Gemmell,
winning 3-0 and bringing the
Bantams within one point at 43. All three games in the No. 1
matchup were close, but El
Defrawy was unable to overcome Kingshott, losing the first
and third games 8-11 and the
second 7-11, as Harvard
clinched the national title.
Kingshott retained her perfect
record throughout her first two
collegiate seasons. Bantam
rookie Sachika Balvani '16

This Day in Sports:
February 19th
1953: Ted Williams is often identified with his on-field achievements
such as finishing a season with a .406 batting average. But in 1953, Ted
Williams proved he was capable of much more. Before baseball, Ted
was a pilot in the 33rd Marine Air Group and was instructed to fiy over
an encampment of North Korean soldiers in Kyomipo. His plane was hit
with small artillery fire and the plane caught fire and he began to spin
out of control. Approaching the ground at 225 mph, twice the recommended speed for landing, he was able to deploy the emergency wheel
and crash land in a field where is traveled almost a mile before halting
to a halt.
1970: Once a dual recipient of the AL Cy Young and AL MVP awards in
1968, Denny McLain was suspended indefinitely by Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn before the start of 1970 season. McLain, who
had been tied to bookmaking activities in February 1970 articles published by Sports Illustrated and Penthouse magazines, had multiple suspensions, team related disputes, and run-ins with the law. Most notably,
McLain was convicted on charges of embezzlement and served time in
prison. His pitching career started off at an unbelievable pace, winning
31 games and finishing with a 1.96 ERA for the Detroit Tigers during liis
magical 1968 season. However, Mclain developed a _nisfy. ga"i:nbiing ,
habit that affected his level of play too, as McLain became the first
pitche:r to both lead his leaque in wm.,o:ne year, and Losses in another.

that El Defrawy played as the
No. 1 player on the team
throughout the season.
The team completed a more
than fulfilling season on
Saturday and though they were
unable to capture their first
national championship since
2003, they still retained the
NESCAC championship for the
seventh year in a row. The
Bantams will have a sour taste
in their mouth come next year
and thanks to the remaining
years of eligibility for all but one
of their players, Trinity will
prove to return to the Howe Cup
approximately a year from now.

Trinity College Bantams
Men's Swimming and Diving
TBA
Feb. 22 at Wesleyan
Women's Indoor Track and Field
Feb. 22 at New England Open
Championships through 2/23
Men's Indoor Track and Field
Feb. 22 at New England Open
Championships through 2/23
Men's Squash
Feb. 22 CSA Team Championships
at Yale through Feb.24
Wrestling
Feb. 24 at Johnson and Wales 6 p.m.

